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ABSTRACT

This thesis is largely concerned with the study of nonparametric curve estima-

tion. Given a set of data it is often desirable to obtain estimates of various functions

which are related to the distribution of the data, such as probability densities and

regression cun¡es, without having to impose rigid parametric assumptions.

We begin our tesearch by considering the problem of kernel density estimation.

taditionally, theory for this problem has been centred around the L2 norrn as a

measure of loss. However, attention has recently been given to the -t1 norm as

a metric for density estimation - due largely to the monograph of Devroye and

Györfi (1985). The work of these authors does not, however, provide for the exact

minimisation of asymptotic expected -t1 distance. One of our primary concerns is

the formulation of the solution to this minimisation problem and the investigation

its ramifications, including .t1 based rules for window-size selection.

The classical nonparametric density estimators a¡e the histogram and the fre-

quency polygon, which still both enjoy a great deal of usage. The thesis continues

with the development of asymptotic .t1 theory for these two estimators.

We further investigate the .t1 properties of kernel regression function esti-

mators (in both random and fixed design settings), kernel mode estimators and

density derivative estimators.

Nonpa,rametric curve estimation has become an important tool in discriminant

analysis. 'When discriminating between two populations with densities "f and g,lhe
likelihood ratio classification rule relies on both "f *rd g. If no suitable parametric

model is available then the usual approach is to obtain nonpararnetric estimates

of / and g and form the classification rule from these estimates. \Me observe that,

for the purposes of discrimination, it is more natural to estimate the difference

between "f urrd g than to estimate the individual densities themselves. A variant

of least-squares cross-validation is shown to be ar¡ effective means of choosing

smoothing parameters for the density difference estimator. \Me demonstrate that

our methodology applies to both discrete and continuous data.
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Chapter One

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction
Nonparametric curve estimation has become an important tool in many as-

pects of statistics. The summaxy of data in the form of a histogram, the detection

of the number of modes in a distribution, the fitting of a surface through a cloud of

data points and the construction of a classification rule in statistical discrimination

a¡e all examples of problems that have solutions within the rea^lm of nonparametric

curve estimation.

The fi¡st published work in this field was ihat of Rosenblatt (1956). This au-

thor introduced a kernel method for the estimation of probability densities. Parzen

(1962) expanded this idea, resulting in a flood literatu¡e on the topic. Several aJter-

native methods for estimating a density Ìvere proposed, based on concepts such as

orthogonal series expansions, mæcimisation of likelihood products, nearest neigh-

bour distances a¡rd spline smoothing of histograms. This was paralleled by the

extension of density estimation ideas to the estimation of other "curves" such as

regression functions, haøa¡d functions and discrimination boundaries. Along with

new methodology there came an abundance of theoretical analyses, mainly con-

cerned with establishing consistency results and obtaining rates of convergence.

One very important realisation brought out by the theory is the crucial depen-

dence of the performance of nonparametric curve estimators on the choice of their

inherent smoothing parameters. Consequently, criteria for the automatic selection

of smoothing have recently received considerable attention in the literature. For

an extensive account of the theoretical development of nonparametric curve esti-

mation see Prakasa Rao (1983). Relevant survey material can also be found in

Fryer (7977), Tapia and Thompson (1978), Bean and Tsokos (1980), Hand (1981,

1982), Collomb (1985), Silverma¡r (1986) and Marron (1988).
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1.2 Outline of Thesis
The main contributions of this thesis can be classified into two broad areas:

minimisation of Z1 distance in nonpara,metric curve estimation (Chapters 2, 3 and

a) and nonparametric discrimination using density differences (Chapters 5 and 6).

We shall briefly discuss each of these topics in turn.
In nonparametric density estimation there has recently been significant inter-

est in the.[1 metric as a measure of loss, given by Jn - llf" - /l for a density

estimate f . of a density /. Much of this interest has been fuelled by a monograph

of Devroye and Györfi (1985) which provides a detailed treatment of. Lt density

estimation. These authors favour the Z1 metric since it is always well-defined if
/' is a density a,nd it is invariant under monotone transformations. On the other
hand, in the context of kernel density estimation, Devroye and Györfi do not derive

exact asymptotic formulae for the optimal window-size oî the corresponding rate

of convergence of E(J"). Instead they compute approximations to these quanti-
ties. In traditional L2 theory, results for exact rates of convergence are readily
available under suitable conditions (see e.g. Parzen (1962)). For example, if the

Eparrechnikov kernel K(x): (3/4X1 - r'),lrl < t, is in use and / has a continu-

ous second derivative then the .L2-optimal rate of convergence of the window-size

h is c2n-U5 where
I r 1/5",:t*lJ(r,,),} (1.1)

One of the major contributions of this thesis is the development of a procedure

which permits the calculation of exact rates of convergence of E(J") and the

.õ1-optimal window-size. Specifically, we show that minimisation of, E(J") is es-

sentially equivalent to solving an equation of the form Â(u) - 0, where Â is a
strictly increasing differentiable function with A(0) < 0 and lim,*oo Â(u) - 6e.

This allows one to obtain formulae similar to (1.1) when .t1 distance is being

minimised. As a consequence, a window-size selection rule which asymptotically

minimises .01 distance can be formulated. The procedure is shown to be applicable

to other curve estimators such as histograms, frequency polygons and regression

function estimators.
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When discriminating between two populations fI¡ and II, with densities /
and g and prior probabilities p and 7 - p, the error rate is minimised by using the

likelihood ratio discrimination rule. This involves cla.ssifying z as fI¡ if and oniy
if

f|)lgQ) > (1 - p)lp. (1.2)

'When 
"f .ttd g are unknown the usual approach is to construct estimates f(.lh*)

and g('lå"), where å* and hy ate smoothing parameters chosen to minimise the

distarrces between ÎgnÐ md .f, and 9(.1å") and g respectively. The d.iscrimi-

nation rule based on these estimates is that which classifies z as f|y if and only

if
îeln.)/Oelh") > (1 - p)lp. (1.8)

Notice that (1.2) and (1.3) are equivalent to "(t)> 0 and ê,(zlh*,hr)) 0 respec-

tively, where e: pf - (1 - p)g ar.d

ê(zlh;ç,h"): piQlh*) - (1 - p)|Qlh").

The second major theme of this thesis is based on selection of the smoothing

parameter pair (â*, ä") to minimise the distance between ê(.1ä*, h") a^nd e. If the

L2 metúc is used as the measure of distance then a version of least-squares cross-

validation, related to the selection rules of Rudemo (1982) a¡rd Bowman (1984),

arises as a selection nrle for (å¡ ,hr). An appealing feature of this strategy is that

data from both tiaining samples a,re used in the smoothing parameter choice.

Chapter 2 is devoted to analysis of the .Dr metric in kernel density estimation.

Results of Devroye and Györfi (1985) are extended to allow exact minimisation of

asymptotic .õ1 loss. This theory is subsequently used to construct a data-based

rule for selecting a window-size. The rule, which is related to the .t2-based "plog-

in" rule proposed by Woodroofe (1970), is shown to be asymptotically optimal

in terms of minimising .t1 dista¡rce. Numerical results are also obtained which

indicate that there is usually very little difference between Z1-optimal and L2-

optimal window-sizes. For example, if / is the standard normal density then

3



the .Û2-optima.l window-size of. the Epanechnikov kernel estimator is asymptotic

to c2n-r/5 where cz:2.345.... However, we demonstrate that the.D1-optimal

window-size is asymptotic to c1n-r/5 where e :2.279. ..r so there is less than a
3% difference in the rate of shrinkage of .t1- and .L2-optimal window-sizes. This

small difference is typical of comparisons made between Z1- and Z2-optimality in
this thesis.

In Chapter 3 exact asymptotic .t1 theory is developed for the histogram and

the frequency poiygon. In addition, we establish bounds for the optimal rate

of convergence of E(J") for the frequency polygoa, and obtain a lower bound for

liminf,r*oo n2/5 E(Jn) for all densities. These bounds extend the theory d.eveloped.

by Devroye and Györfi (1985) to the frequency polygon.

Chapter 4 deals firstly with .01 theory of kernel regression estimators, in both

random design and fixed design settings. This is followed by the development of

exact asymptotic theory for mean absolute error (MAE) of the kernel mode esti-

mator. Here it is demonstrated that MAE-optimal window-sizes are quite close to

the corresponding optimal window-sizes for minimisation of mean squared error

(MSE). For example, if we restrict ourselves to second order kernels then the ratio

of MAE-optimal a¡rd.MSE-optimal shrinlcage rates is shown to be 0.8453 . . . uni-

formly over all thrice-differentiable densities. The -Dr theory of density derivative

estimation is also briefly covered in this chapter.

In Chapter 5 we investigate the use of density differences for the discrimina-

tion of categorical data. The kernel estimator of Aitchison and Aitken (1976) is

used to construct density difference estimators for the classification of multivariate

binary data. A variant of least-squares cross-validation is employed as a means

of automatically selecting the smoothing parameter pair (h*,h"). This is subse-

quently shown to be asymptotically optim.l by arguing as in Bowman, Hall and

Titterington (1984). A similar treatment of unstnrctured multinomial data is also

given.

In Chapter 6 we adapt the ideas of Chapter 5 to cater for the discrimination

of continuous data. The asymptotic optimality of the window-size selection rule

4



in this case is proved using techniques similar to those of Stone (1984).

There are two appendices to the thesis, both referred to in Chapter 2. An .t1
asymptotic optimality result is proved via Kolmós-Major-Tusnády techniques in
Appendix A. Ia Appendix B we explain the generalisation of least-squa¡es cross-

validation to density derivative estimators.

Throughout this thesis the set of real numbers is denoted by R, while the set of
integers is denoted by Z.The univariate normal density function a¡rd distribution

function a,re represented by / aad Q respectively. Unqualified integrals are over

R or Rd, depending upon the context. The minimum of two real numbers s and

ú is denoted by s A t.
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Chapter Two

MINIMISATION OF L1 DISTANCE IN KERNEL
DENSITY ESTIMATION

2.1 Introduction
One of the most widely-studied and best understood estimators of probability

density is the kernel estimator. Let X1 ,X2,... be a sequence of independent
random variables with common univariate density /. The kernel estimator based

on the sample Xt, . . . , Xn which we consider is given by

f^@lh) : (nh)-tÉ r.,,, - x¿)lhj,
¡=1

where .t( is the kernel function and â is the windorv-size. Conditions on I( and h
are given in the next section.

The choice of window-size is of fundamental importance when constructing a

kernel estimator. An overly small window-size means that the estimator places too
much emphasis on the given sample lvhich induces a high degree of variance; too
large a choice of window-size has the effect of "smoothing out" much of the detail
of the true density, which corresponds to a large amount of bias. The classical

setting for the variance-bias trade-off is that in which loss is measured in ierms of
.t2 distance, M"(h): I{f"(.lh)- f}'. Expected z2 loss can be expressed simply
in terms of variance and bias as

E {M"(h)} : V"(h) + B "(h),
where V"(h): !Yar{f,(.11,)i and Bn(h) = [{øf"(.lD - f}r. Under suirable
assumptions, V"(h) and Bn(h) each have straightforward asymptotic expansions.

The optimal rate of convergence of E{M"(h)} is achieved when the orders of
magnitude of V"(h) and Bn(h) are matched. From this, closed form formulae for
the exact optimal shrinkage rate of the window-size are easily obtainable. The
main purpose of this chapter is to describe solutions to the same problem for .t1
distance, J"(h): I lf"(lh) - /1, and to discuss their implications.
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When minimising expected -t1 distance the principle of balancing orders of
magnitude of variance and squared bias still applies, although it is more appropri-
ate to work with bias and standard deviation instead. Consequently, the optimal
order of magnitude of an Z1-optimal window-size is identical to the correspond.ing
Z2-optimal window-size. However, since EU"(h)j is a complicated function of bias
and standard deviation, exact closed form formulae for the .t1-opiimal shrinkage
rate are not obtainable in general. Nevertheless, we show that numerical solu-
tions ca¡r be found by firstly observing that the problem is essentially equivalent
to solving an equation of the form Ä(u) : 0r where the solution is unique, and
then appealing to Newton's method.

Another important problem which we address is the difference between min-
imising Z1 distance and .t2 distance. This can be quantifi.ed in terms of how close
the Z1-optimal window-sizes are to their -t2 counterparts. 'We show by example
that the difrerence is only a few percent in the majority of cases.

In the context of, L2loss, a number of window-size selection procedures which
utilise asymptotic formulae for optimal window-sizes have been proposed, such
as those suggested by Woodroofe (1g20), Scott, Tapia a¡rd, Thompson (19?Z) and
Silverman (1986 p.45). Or:r algoriihm for minimising Z1 distance makes it possible
to obtain -t1 versions of each of these procedures.

Section 2 describes our approach to asymptotic minimisation of, E{Jr(h)}.
Section 3 extends this approach to the asymptotic minimisation of related. measures

of loss, including that of general .to loss for g ) 1. The problem of window-
size selection is investigated in Section4, leading to an z1-asymptotically optimal
selection rule. Numerical results are presented and discussed in Section 5. All
proofs are deferred to Section 6.

2.2 Lt Theory of the Kernel Estimator
Throughout this section it is assumed that f,f is a real-valued., measurable

function such that

0,
(_t)e q I 0,

j:lr,..rP-7i
j:p.

I

zr K(z) dz --



'We also assume that I{ is bounded, has compact support and integrates to unity.
The window-size ¡ - h(n) is a sequence of positive real numbers such that â -* 0

and nå + oo as r¿ + oo.

'We commence with a brief summary of. Lz theory for the kernel estimate.

Assuming ¡(r) ir continuous and non-zero at, x, and /(ø) ) 0, straightforward
calculations can be used to show that the asymptotic bias and variance of /r(.1å)
are given by

E f"(xlh) - f @) - (KL I pD Í@ çc¡hn

and

Var{/, (o lh)} - nl ¡ çx¡çnn¡-l,

where nz : (l K'), (see e.g. Parzen (1962)). Letting ä and ø denote the firnctions
(rcy/pl)f{n) and *rft we obtain from these that

E{M,(h)} : hzP I u' * (rh)-' | "' * o{h2n + (nå)-1}. (2.1)

To asymptotically minimise Mn, the window-size is chosen so that bias and stan-
dard deviation are of the same order of magnitude. This is achieved by taking å

equal lo hu - y2yr-n/(2n*1) tre g¡ys

E{M,(h,)} : (rno I u' * "- | oz) n-zntøp+t) * o{n-2n/(zp+r)},

a¡rd then choosing u to minimise the leading coeffi.cient

Àz(r) = Iu'uaP + f oru-r.

The vaJue at which À2 attains its minimum,, ul sa¡ is easily obtained from calculus

to be

(rî)" I .f o' fr/(zp+t) - | @t)'*'" fr/(zp+t)':lryi =tml '

which provides us with the well-known formula for the .02 aslmptotically optimal
window-size

hi : h,i : @i)2 n-t /(zP+t)

8
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with corresporrding L2 ercoî

E{M,(hÐ} :(2p + r)(2Ð-2p/(zp+t) (l 42p/(2p*t) (l r)t/(zp+t) n-zp/(zp+t)

* o{n-zn/QP+t)}.
'Window-size selection rules based on (2.2) have been d.iscussed in the litera-

ture. The Z2-optimal coefficient may be written

@Ð' : a(It)þ(Í)

where

"(K) - {(pt)2 nl / (zenl)}t / (zP+t)

depends on .If a¡¡d is known aú, B(f): [/{¡{r) }2]-t/(2e+1) depends on the un-
known density. Woodroofe (1970), in the local density estimation context, sug-
gested using an initial window-size to estimate /(r) and ,,plugging" this estimate
into the formula for the .t2-optimal window-size to obtain the final choice. Scott,
Tapia and Thompson (1gZZ), in the case where p = 2, proposed choosing ä to be
the largest solution to the equation

h - a(IÐp {f"(lh)}n-t /5,

and showed that a solution could be arrived at by iteration. Silverman (19g6,
p'45) has suggested using the normal distribution as a standard. reference. This
involves observing that if / is normal with variance ó2 then

[ff")' - (B/8)zr-]ó-r,
J

so that if a Gaussian kernel is in use then

h; = (413)t/6 6n-r/5 : (1.00 . ..)6n-tls.

The selection rule involves replacing ó by a data-based estimat" 6 to select a
window-size.

To derive the Z1 equivalent of the above .t2 results we begin with the Z1
analogue of (2.1) which states that

(nh2r+r¡16EU"(h)j : @Q-t q'¡'

I
o * o{ht + (nQ-l¡,



where

,þ(t):ztø(t) +2ö(t) -t, ¿ € R.

This is the pth order version of the second order kernel result presented in The-
orem 5.1 of Devroye and Györfi (1985, p.zs). There it was assumed. that / has
two continuous derivatives and compact support. \Me shall see later that the as-

sumption of compact support can be replaced by a weak moment condition. The
function ry' is symmetric. Note also that

,þ'(t):2O(t) - 1

and

,þ" (t) = 2ö(t),

so that ty' is monotonic decreasing for negative ú, monotonic increasing for positive t
and convex everywhere. The reason for tþ appearing in the formula fòr asymptotic
.t1 loss is essentially the fact that for all ¿ € R,

,þ(t) : Elz - tl (2.8)

where Z is a N(0'1) random variable. One result î,or $ which is used extensively
in the proofs of this thesis is given in Lemrna 5.14 of Devroye and Györfi (1985,
p.93). \4/e shall state it here for convenience.

Lemma 2.L. If t, u, n and w ar:e nonnegative numbers then

Itú(u/t) - urþ(w/v)l S lu - ul+ Qlr)*þ - rl.
As for .t2 loss the optimum is achieved by taking the bias and standard

deviation of f"(alh) to be of the same order of magnitude. Thus we again take å
equal lo hu and obtain

EU^(h,)Ì : u-r | "ø (ry) n-n/Qn+r¡ * o{n-n/(zp+r)}. e.4)
RecaJl that ô and ø are both functions of ø, say, and that integration on the right-
ha^nd side of (2.Q 1s with respect to ø. The asymptotic -t1-optimal value of u will
be the minimiser of

À(u): "-'l"r(ry)
10



Differentiation with respect to u yields

À'(r) :2u-2 /Y(uzP+t)

where
t'

A(u) : J ol2eublo{a@blo) - å} - $(ublo)1.

The value of u which minimises À(r), call it u*, is given by ,* : (t1*)t/(zp*l) where

u* is the solution of Â(u) : 0 (u > 0). Note that A(0) - -(zt)-t ¡x, [ ¡\ < O,

lim,-oo Ä(u) - oo and

Ä'(u) - bl2p{a@bl") - l} + Qp*I)ubloþ(ublo)1,

which is positive for all u ) 0. This entails the existence arld r:niqueness of u*.

Its value can be found quickly by Newton's method as the limit of the sequence

ut¡uz, . . . where ud+l : u¿ - lt(u¿)lÄ'(r¡). The asymptotic .L1-optimal window-size

when estimating / is therefore

h* : (u*)'n-r/(zP+t) '

If the value of u*, and hence u*, is found for a particular pth order kernel I( then

it is trivial to calculate u[, the minimiser of À(u) if a different kernel Ko is in use.

For Ko the values of rc1 and rc2 will be different, Æ0,1 and Æs,2 sa¡ in which case

uå - u* {(\n2,s)f (n2q,o)}rlQn+t).

The derivation of the exact asymptotic formula for the.t1-optimal window-size

makes it possible to create data-based procedures for selecting â along the same

lines as those mentioned above in the L2 case. These possibilities are discussed in

Sections 4 and 5.

The following theorem gives sufficient conditions on / for (2.a) to hold in a
uniform sense.

Theorem 2.L. If ElXtlt*e 4 oo for some e ) 0; if / r's bounded; a^nd if ¡þ) ¡s

bounded, continuous and integrable; then

lim supn-æ tÇ[C't,C] 1nn/Qn+t) su"(h")\ _ À(u)l _ ¡

11
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îor every C > L Furthermore,

infoD{J(h)} - À(r.) n-n/Qn+t) ,, (2.6)

where u* is the unique value of u which mjnjmr'ses À(").

The condition -ÐlX1lt+e q oo is only slightly stronger than / ft < oo, the
latter condition being necessarJ¡ for the firnction À to be well-defined.

Before closing this section rve shall briefly describe the extension of the .Lr

theory developed here to multivariate nonnegative kernel estimato¡s. For this we

assume that the sample points .Xtr,..,Xn are Rd-valued and.I( is a symmetric,
bounded, compactly supported, d-vanate probability density function. For 1 (
i < d u¡e assume that rc1 :.Â,, zJl{(z)dz is independent of j and nz: (I I()r.
The estimator which we consider is given by

r"@lh) - çnhd)-LÐ rc{(' - x;)/h}
f¿

d=1

with corresponding .t1 loss J.(h) : I,.o l/"(.1¡r) - /1. If / and all second order

derivatives are bounded and continuous then, provided h - 0 and nhd -) oo as

n + æ) we have at each point x ePcd,

Ef"(ælh) - f(*) - b¿(a)h2 : (q/2)V' f@)h,,

and

Var{/'(ølh)} - olç*¡lnt d)-} = n2f (a)(nhd)-L

where Vzf(*) - Dl=r@llx¡)2f(a). Taking h equal to hu -- u2n-t¡(d+a) orr"

obtains

EU,(h,)I : u-d I "rf (+) n-2/(d+4) * o{n-2/(d+4)}. e.T)

Again, o¿ all.d b¿ are functions of ø, and integration is with respect to æ. The

exact asympiotic formula for the .01-optimal window-size and the corresponding

.t1 loss can be found in exactly the same manner as the univariate case by locating
the value of u that minimises the coefficient of n-2/(d+4) in Q.T).

1'



2.3 Extensions to Other Measures of Loss
Some simple adaptations of the theory developed in Section 2 to cater for

other measures of loss will be made in this section. The estimator with which
we deal is the one-dimensional kernel estimator defined at the beginning of the
previous section. The smoothness conditions imposed on / in Section 2 will a^lso

be assumed throughout this section. The functions ô and ø defined there have the
sarne definitions in this section.

2.3.I Minimisation of Meøn Absolute Error
\Mhen one is interested in estimatirg "f at a single point æ € R for which /(n)

and "f are continuous and non-zero then the a,nalogue of expected .t1 loss is mean

absolute error (MAE), which is given by

MAE{/"(ølå)} = Elf"(ælÐ - f@)l

and has the asymptotic representation

MAE{/,( ,th)} - (nh)-toror (w) * "ro,+ (nå)-å1

as h + 0 and nh -> oo. Again rve balance the bias and standard deviation orders

of magnitude by taking å equal to hu:

MAE{/"(,lh,)}:l.tr_|o(,),þ(w)n-ot<,o*1)¡o{n-n/Qp+t)},

It is easily seen that ihe MAE-optimal window-size for estimating / at ø is

(ui)zr-t¡(zp*t) where ui - þi)t/(zp+t) and uf is the unique solution of

2pub(æ)/o(ø) [o{uó(æ)/o(x)} - å] - þ{ub(æ)lo(')}: o.

If we let c1(r) : @Ð'be the MAE-opiimal coefficient and

"t(*) - [o2 (a) I {2eb2 (æ)}]t / (zp+t)

denote the corresponding optimal coeffi.cient for asymptotic minimisation of mean

squared emor, then graphs of c1 and c2 ã,Íe almost identical (see Hall and \Mand
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(1988)). In fact, Schucany (1938) has shown that, uniformly in "f rnd second order

kernels I{,, c1(r) : (0.985 ...)"r(r), proving that minimisation of mean absolute

error in pointwise kernel density estimation is virtually equivalent to that of mean

squared error.

2.3.2 Minimisation of Lo Loss

For any value of q 2 1 we shall defi¡e -to loss to be

Jr,o(h) : l/"(.lh) - fl,.
Note that for g ) 1 this is not the same as the Lonorm of the difference between

f"Uh) and "f since the latter would be Jn,o(h)l/c. E*t"ttding the theory of .t1 loss

to Lo loss, one obtains

IE{J",q(h)} - {(nh)-i q¡øEo (nhzp+\lb * o{hn + (nå)-tl,o

where tþcþ) : EIZ - úlq and Z is a, normal N(0,1) random va¡iable. This implies

that

E{J,,q(hu)} : u-c I "o,t,o (ry) n-w/Qn+r) ¡ s{n-w/Qp+r)} (3.1)

and so optimality is reached by choosing u to minimise

Ào(r):1t-e Iotl,o(ry)
The ease with which this minimisation can be performed for a particular g depends

crucially on the form of the fu¡rction rþq. \Mhen Q :2 \¡¡e a,re dealing with expected

.t2 loss, or mearr integrated squared error, and rþo has the simple form r/2(ú) -
t2 + L which allows straightforward derivation of closed form expressions for the

asymptoiically optimal window-size and corresponding asymptotic expected loss.

If estimating a density in La then one has to deal with ,þt(t) : úa * 6t2 + 3

which, with the assistance of Newton's method, allows the required Za-optimal

coefficients to be readily computed. Odd integral values of g lead to much more

complicated expressions for tÞq. In the previous section u¡e sav/ that r/1(¿) = ,þ(t) :
ztø(t) +2ó(t) - t. \Mhen I = 3 one obtains

,þr(t) :L2tþG2)(¿) - L2t2ø(-r)(ú) + Bú3o(ù + 4(2t2 + 1)d(¿) - rs - Bú

t4



where Õ(-r)(r) : I:*eþ) d,z ¿n¿ 6(-z)(¿) : /1- ot-tl Q) dz.

2.3.3 Minimisation of Weighted, Lo Loss

Suppose that a weight function T.u ) 0 is included in the .to loss formula, so

that our aim is to minimise

Eun,q,-(h)) : ø l/"('lä) - flq..

In this case (3.1) is generalised to

E&n,q,-(h)) : ,-o I o0.,,þo (ry) n-w/Qo+t) ¡ o{7¿-ønt\p+L)}t

which is minimised in the usual way.

2.4 Lr'Window-size Selection

The most important choice to be made when estimating the density f by the

kernel estimator defined in Section 2 is the value of the window-size pa,rasreter ä,

since it controls the trade-off between smoothing of sample noise and estimating

the fine detail of the density. It was established in Theorcrn 2.2 that, as n -) oo,

E{J,(h,)} - À(u)rr-P/(zP+t) (4.1)

uniformly in u € l-C,q for each C 2 1, and

thy;EQ"(h)) - À(r*), (4.2)

so that, in terms of minimising asymptotic expected loss, the optimal choice of å

is (u*)2n-t/(zp+t) where u* is the unique value of u that minimises )("). Recall

that
À(u): "-'I"r(ry),

which depends on the functions ö and ø. A window-size selection procedure based

on minimisation of À would clearly require estimation of ä and ø since they in

turn depend on the unknown functions /(r) and /å. Suppose that ôr, and ør, are

-t1-consistent estimators of ô and ø respectively; that is,

and .l!g
15
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where convergence is in the almost sure sense in both cases. \Me shall also assume

that ar, ) 0. Examples of ó,, and ø,, lvill be considered shortly. An estimator of À

would then be

À,(,.r):L¿-L Ir,f (+),
which leads to the window-size selection rule

hi: @i)2n-r/(2P+r) (4.4)

where ul is the unique value of u that minimises À"(r). This minimisation can be

performed in exactly the same ryvay as described for minimisation of À(u).

From (a.3) and Lemma 2.I it follows that, for any C > I,

.lB,.Ë8,"1À"(')-À(u)l -o (4'õ)

almost surely. This entails lim,.*oo À"(ul) - ì(u') almost surely and lim,.-oo ?¿l :
u* almost surely. Recall that å* - (u*)n-t/(2p+t) is the.t1 asfmptotically optimal

window-size. Then we also have

]*niln* = 1

almost surely and, using (a.1) and (4.5), we obtain

]y5ÍE{J"(h)}lr=r,; /E{J"(h-)}: r (4.6)

almost surely. Additionally, we have from (a.2) and (4.6),

almost surely which means that, in the context of minimising expected loss, the

selection nrle hi is asymptotically optimal. This is a very attractive property since

it means that the window-size selected by (a. ) is asymptotically as good as the

.t1-optimal window-size. The stochastic equivalent of this result is

,l!g¡"(nÐl igtrJ"(h) -7 (4.8)

almost surely which, if it were true, would mean fhat hi is also asymptotically

optimal in terms of minimising raw -L1 loss J"(h). The following theorem allows

us to prove (a.8) under certain regularity conditions.
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Theorem 4.L. E I{ is compactly supported and Höldet conüinuou s, a.nd, if / is
botnded, then

"tgg{i$ 
/"(ä)}/tigf, E{/"(å)}l : 1 (4.e)

aJmost sureþ, and

-li{L/"(hÐllÐU"(ä)}l¡=¡;:1 (4.10)

almost surely,

It follows from (4.7), (4.9) and (4.10) that (a.8) is true under the conditions
imposed in Theorem 4.1. A result very similar to (a.8) is proved in an entirely
different manner in Appendix A.

Ca¡rdidates for the estimators ór, and ø,. will now be proposed. Noting that
b = (qlpl)¡{ù and ø : *rft we shall use ó,. : ('..lpl)¡P(.þr) and. ø,n =

1

nzfì (lhz), where

fP)@lnr): (nh!+')-'D xÍù {þ - x¿)lhr}
n

i=1

and

Íi ç,¡n,¡ : nhr)-'D*r{('- x¿)lhz}
I,

in which ffr is a p times difrerentiable kernel and K2 is a nonnegative kernel. Of
course, fP('ll21) and ¡i(.lnù are obtained. respectively by pfold differentiation
and taking the square-root of kernel density estimators with window-sizes ä1 and
å2. Appropriate choices of ä1 and h2 will be discussed in Section 5.

The nonnegativity of.I{zensures that /,}(.1å2) is well-defined and that ø,, ) 0.

We also require the .D1-consistency of ör. and ør., which follows directly from

Theorem 4.2. Assume K1 a,nd Kz are bounded, compactly supported and inte-
grate to unity; K{ù exists and js bounde d; Ifi is nonnegative; ElXl lr+e q oo for
some e ) 0; f is bounded; f@) js bounded, continuous and integrable; h1,h2 + 0,

nhln+t ,],(,gn a,nd nh2 + oo as r¿ -) oo. Then

lÍ@)(.lhò - ¡(r)¡ _ 0limt¡+oo

n

d=1

t7
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aJmost surely, and

(4.12)

aJmost surely.

Otrr window-size selection rule can now be fuJly described. Choose K1 , Kz, ht
and h2 to satisfy the conditions imposed in Theorem 4.2, to form the estimators
bn and or. These estimators should then be used in the formula for )r,(u) to
locate the minimum at u : uT. The window-size to be used in the pth order
kernel estimator is äl : (ui)2n-L/(zp+t). If the pth order kernel y'f satisfies the
conditions imposed at the beginning of Section 2 and is Hölder continuous, and
if the density / satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.2, then the selection rule is
asymptotically optimal in terms of minimising.õ1 loss and expected -81 loss.

2.5 Examples and Discussion
Examples of .01-optimal window-sizes and the corresponding rates of conver-

gence of' E(J") to zero will be presented in Subsection 1 of this section. V/e shaJl

then describe an implementation of the .t1 window-size selection rule proposed in
the previous section, md apply it to some simulated sets of data (Subsection 2).

Comparisons with corresponding .02 based window-sizes are made in both theo-
retical and data-based contexts. The section concludes with the application of the
-t1 window-size selection rule to the analysis of a real data set (Subseciion B).

2.6.1 Eaamples of L1-optimøl wind,ow-sizes anil Rates of Conuergence

Throughout this subsection, the only kernel with which we deal is the Bartlett-
Epanechnikov kernel

K(r):(Bl4)(r-*,), -1 S x1L,,

for which p : 2. In ihis câs€ rc1 : l/5, nZ : B/5, b : (l/t})ftt and, o : (Bl\t fT.
Also, as described in Section 2, the Z1-optimal window-size is asymptotic to ä* =
(u*)zn-r¡5 where u* is the value of u which minimises

À(u) - ,-' l{sß)t¡r,t,(#)
18



To find u in practice t¡¡e fi¡st locate u* as the limit of the sequen cê ,n1,u2¡. . .¡ where
ui+r : u; - H(u¡) and the function f/ is given by

H(u):60å ll ,r{4rua@r)- d(,,)}] ll ,,,{ao(ur) tsurþ(ur,}] ' (5.1)

with r - ftt l(60f)å. .tr shown in Section 2, u* is then given by r* = (o*)1/5. 1ryu

are interested, in the coefficient (u*)2, which we shall call c1, and in comparing it
to the .L2-optimal coefficient c2 which has the formula

r/5
C2 751 U")'

\Mith this notation the .t1- and .t2-optimal window-sizes are asymptoti c to crn-r/6
and c2n-U5 respectively.

\Me now give example of the values of c1 and c2 for several different densities.

Three of these will be members of the two-component, equal proportion normal
mixture family with means (-1,1) and variances (øf ,ol). This family of densiiies
has general form

Í(r; o?, oZ) : lQrol¡-f e-þ+t)2 /(2"?) * lenol¡-t e-þ-Ð2 /Qú7)

and will be denoted by NM("?,"3).The other densities that we consider a¡e the
standa¡d normal distribution U@) - (2tr)-ie-,'/2), the Beta(4,4) distribution
(Í(*): 140ø3(1 - o)3, 0 ( r < 1), the extreme value d.ensity (f(r) : e,e-.'),
the logistic density U@) : e,(e, + 1)-z; and Student,s f2 distribution (/(ø) _
(r' + 2)-stz¡.

In Table 5.1 we list the values of q, c2 aîd their ratio ct/cz. The values of
c1 and c2 ãte remarkably close in every case. This closeness means that, from
a practical viewpoint, there is virtually no difference between Z1 smoothing and
-t2 smoothing in density estimation for the vast majority of cases. However, De-
vroye and Györfi (1985, p.109) point out that there is a considerable difierence

between the Z1-optimal coefficients and .L2-optimal coefficients for heavy-tailed

disiributions. \Morking with an approximation to c1 they demonstrate that when
the Cauchy density is approached through the family of Student's ú densities, the
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Table 5.1: Values of c1, c2 and qf c2 for
the Bartlett-Epanechnikov kernel.

Table 5.2: Values of, CA(K)BU), D{f) and C.A(/{)B(/) for
the Bartlett-Epanechnikov kernel.

Density C K B r D{f) c'A(K)BU)
¡r 1 1.002 7.022 1.341

Beta 414 0.936 0.993 r.253
Extreme Value 1.090 1.169 1.459

Logistic L.092 1.119 7.462

Density C1 C2 ctlcz
N 0,1 2.279 2,346 0.972

NM(1,1 3.013 3.257 0.925
NM(1/õ,17 Ð 1.146 1.183 0.969

1 1 10 0.980 1.033 1.054
a 414 0.377 0.422 0.893

Extreme Value 2.236 2.268 0.986
Logistic 3.743 3.630 1.031

Studentts ú2 2.792 2.34L 1.193



-t1-optimal coeffcient approaches oo rvher€as c2 is finite for the Cauchy density.
This means that for a small value of e ) 0, the Student's ú1a. distribution will
exhibit a la,rge value of, qf c2, although Table 5.1 verifies that even for e as small
as 1 (that is, for Student's i2 distribution) there is only about a 20To d.ifference

between e a.îd c2.

It is also seen from Table 5.1 that the normal standard. reference rule dis-
cussed in Section 2 would talie the fotm h2 - 23458n-r/5 when the Bartlett-
Epanechnikov kernel is in use. The analogue of this rule for -t1 loss takes the form
ht = 2.279ôn-tls, since e = 2.27g.. . for the N(0,1) density.

Observe from (2.6) that the optimal rate of convergence to zero of .Ð("f.) is

Dr(f)r-'l5 where Dt(f): ,t("r"). Bounds for value of D1(/) have been derived
by Devroye and Györfi (1985, pp.Zs-79). If B(/) : {+(ï f\n I l.f,,l}t/u u''d
A(K) : Kl/6 ñ4/5 rhen

cA(K)B(r) 3 Dt(f) < c.A(R)B(f) (5.2)

where c : inl>01þ(t)/tr/s - 1.028498...and c* :5(ar¡-z¡s. since u,,e are
working with the Bartlett-Epanechnikov kernel, (5.2) can be written

(0.60767 .. .)B(f) S Dt(/) S (0.81346 ...)B(f).

Table 5.2 compares these three quantities for four particular densities. Notice that
in each case the lower bound is remarkably accurate. The upper bound is not quite
as good since it relies on a rather crude approximation based on the inequality
,þ@)3u+(2/r)1.

2.5.2 Implementatíon of the L¡ Winilow-size Selection RuIe and, Simulation
In Section 3 an .t1 asympiotically optimal window-size selection rule was

proposed. In this subsection we shall discuss its implementation when p:2, anð,

also its application to some simulated data.

To make the selection rule fully automatic a way had to be found for choosing
h1 and h2. We decided to choose h2, for the estimation of fI, via least-squares
cross-validation. The window-size å.1, required for the estimation of f " , was found.
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by a generalisation of least-squares cross-validation to cater for estimation of den-
sity derivatives. Details of ihis extension are given in Appendix B and Há¡dle,
Marron and \Mand (1989). A problem which has been observed when using least-
squa'res cross-validation to select a window-size is the occasional occurrence of a
spurious minimum at an unacceptably small window-size. This wind.ow-size pro-
vides a curve estimate which is far too noisy so we selected är and h2 to be the
largest values at which a minimum occurs. This strategy provid.ed reasonable
choices for almost every sample. The chosen window-sizes will be denoted by Â,
and hz. To avoid the numerical computation of integrals in ou¡ cross-validatory
criterion functions we took /Ç and I{2, as well as I{, to be the Gaussian kernel
¡r(t) - (2r)-t e-" lz which, along with its derivatives, has simple convolution
properties (see Appendix B). The window-size selected. by this procedure is de-

noted bv hi, (see (a. )).
A small simulation was run to test the procedr¡re for the estimation of the

logistic density (Í(r) : e,(L t e,)-z¡ and the extreme value density (/(r) _-

e'e-'n ). For each of these densities 15 samples of size n:200 and 5 samples of
size n: 400 were simulated and ihe resulting estimates compared to the estimate
obtained if å2 was used instead. The .t1-optimal window-si ze for the logistic
density is asymptotic to L.697n-r/5 which assumes the value 0.586 when n --200
and 0.õ11 when n : 400. For the extreme value d.ensity the corresponding optimal
window-size is 1.010n-7/5 which is 0.850 when n:200 and 0.805 when r¿ :400.
Tables 5.3 and 5.4 list the values of. hi and,îzz obtained from the simulation stud.y.

The closeness of the two selected window-sizes for each sample is quite remarkable
since å[ is obtained from an Z1 "plug-in" rule while Â2 is based on least-squares
(-02) cross-validation. These rules asymptotically minimise .t1 loss and .02 loss

respectively, so we have further evidence that there is little d.ifference between -t1
and L2 smoothing.

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 depict "average case" estimates obtained from the study
where, for each density and each sample size, we have plotted the graph of the
estimates obtained using the median performance value of hi. The performa¡.ce
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Table 5.3 (a): Values of åi and îr, fo,logistic
data and n :200 (15 replications).

Rep. no. h: h2

1 0.6985 0.6917
2 0.4743 0.4550
3 0.6117 0.6131
4 0.4296 0.5074
Ð 0.6318 0.5998
6 0.6287 0.6423
I 0.7315 0.7136
8 0.5376 0.5509
I 0.7785 0.0870

10 0.7806 0.8243
11 0.3909 0.3955
72 0.6602 0.6547
13 0.8035 0.8390
74 0.5881 0.6677
15 0.6644 0.6361

Table õ.3 (b): VaJues of äi andhz for logistic
data and r¿ :400 (5 replications).

Rep. no. h: hz
1 0.5879 0.5914
2 0.6193 0.6794
3 0.5692 0.5551
4 0.5785 0.6267
Ð 0.4081 0.4562



Table 5.4 (a): Values of, hi and Âz for extreme
va^lue data and n:200 (15 replicaiions).

Rep. no h; h2

1 0.4296 0.4455
2 0.4086 0.3996
3 0.3629 0.3535
4 0.0751 0.1047
.J 0.1933 0.3665
6 0.4480 0.4315
7 0.1055 0.1645
8 0.3684 0.3526
I 0.5065 0.5371
10 0.3993 0.3943
11 0.3693 0.3495
12 0.4778 0.5042
13 0.4529 0.4638
t4 0.4200 0.4161
1õ 0.1564 0.2042

Table 5.4 (b): Values of, hi and h2 for extreme
value data and r¿ = 400 (5 replications).

Rep. no. h: h2

1 0.3747 0.3760
2 0.3679 0.3690
3 0.2355 0.2062
4 0.3316 0.3218
Ð 0.3793 0.3872
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Table 5.5: Annuat rainfatl data for Adelaide, south Australia
for years 1839 to 1977. Measurements a,re in metres.

Year Rain Year Rain Year Rain Year Rain

1910
1911
79t2
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1927
7922
7923
1924
192õ
1926
L927
L928
7929
1930
1931
1932
1933

9091839
1840
1841
t842
1843
L844
1845
1846
1847
1848
1849
1850
1851
1852
1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858
1859
1860
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
L872
1873

1.985
2.423
1.795
2.032
1.709
1.701
1.882
2.627
2.909
1.976
2.õõ5
1.984
3.187
2.745
2.7L3
1.535
2.315
2.494
2.227
2.15ó
1.488
7.972
2.360
2.186
2.378

1.551
2.014
1.910
1.999
7.482
2.386
2.356
2.269
2.106

983

r874
1875
1876
t877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908

r.723
2,920
r.344
2.492
2.2r0
2,070
2.247
1.805
1.578
2.696
1.878
1.589
1.442
2.569
7.467
3.087
2.õ78
1.401
2.153
2.752
2.078
2.L28
1.517
t.542
2.075

2.176
1.801
1.643
2.574
2.031
2.228
2.66r
1.778
2.456

1

1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
t942
1943

2.759
2.462
1.599
1.957
1.817
1.148
1.938
2.817
2.890
2.664
7.72t
2.670
2.264
2.320
2.979
2.344
2.79t
2.220
7.692
1.943
1.751
1.865
2.232
2.504
2.222

2.345
1.934
2.305
L.926
2.329
1.616
2.256
2.544
t.774

033

L944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1,952
1953
1954
1955
1956
7957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
r972
1973
7974
1975
1976
L977

1.713
1.785
2.259
2.189
2.t40
1.823
1.606
2.5õ4
2.000
2.001
t.674
2.468
2.726
7.675
t.757
r.132
2.307
7.497
1.796
2.455
2.t92
1.336
1.951
1.011
2.572
2.068
1.901
2,626
1.756
2.662
2.579
2.060
L.454
1.571
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Figure 5.4: Parametric and nonparametric density estimates of annual ¡ainfall of Adelaide, South
Australia. The broken curve is the density of the N(f, c2) distribution where ã and s2 are the
sample mean and variance respectively; the unbroken curve is /r-(.lt¡l*).
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of, hi is measured in terms of minimising "I,.(h) and the median is obtained over

replications of the sarne density and sample size. The graphs of /.(.1Âr) *d .f .r"
also plotted for comparison. Finally, for the median performance estimate out of
the extreme value samples of size n : 400 (replication number 1 in Table 5.3 (b))
we also have piotted the cross-validatory criteria and curve estimates involved
in the various stages of the selection of. hi. The graph in Figure 5.3 (a) is the

cross-validatory criterion function needed for selection of Â1 (ä, : 1.003b). Note

the occurrence of a spurious minimum near l¿ : 0.2. Figure b.B (b) shows the

"pilot" estimate f" n(.1Â1) compared to Í"(*) -- er(e2, - 4e'* 1)(e, * 1)-2. The

cross-validatory criterion function for the selection of ñ2 (h2 - 0.5914) is plotted in
Figure 5.3 (c) and the "pilot" estimate of f t is piotted along with /â in Figr:re 5.8

(d). Figue 5.3 (e) depicts the function À(u) and its estimate À,(r). The minimum
of À"(u) is attained at ul - 1.396, which is reasonably close to u* : 1.800.

2.5.3 The Ad,elaid,e Røinfall Døta

\Me applied the Z1 window-size seiection rule to a¡rnual rainfall data for Ade-

laide, South Australia. The data were obtained from Table 15.1 of Andrews and,

Herzberg (1985) where rainfall readings, measured in millimetres, are tisted in six-

day totals for the period 1839 to 1977. The annual tota^ls for these 139 consecutive

years constituted our sample. For numerical convenience lvr¡e converted the totals

to metres. See Table 5.5 for these data. In the discussion adjoining the raw data

(Andrews and Herzberg (1985, p.105)) it was noted that a 23 year cycle is evident

in the data, as well as a gradual trend in winter rainfall. However, since we are

using the data for purely illustrative purposes, it was assumed that the annual

totals are independent and identically distributed.

With a Gaussian kernel in use the.01 window-size selection rule chose åL, :
0.2697. The density estimate based on this window-size is plotted in Figure 5.4.

The parametric estimate if the assumption of normality is imposed; that is, the

normal density function with mean and variance set to their respective sample

versions, is also plotted for comparison. It seems very reasonable to conclude that
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the annual rainfall for Adelaide has a symmetric distribution. The density estimate
appears to be heavier in the tails than the normal distribution. However, this
may be a symptom of the fact that, for relatively small sample sizes, window-size
selection rules often tend to oversmooth (compare Figure 5.1). Further analysis
should include a test for normality of the data.

2.6 Proofs

Throughout this section the symbors C,Cs,Cr,Cz,... will be used to denote
positive generic constants, possibly having different values at different appear-
ances.

Proof of Theorem 2.1.

We begin by defining for C > 0,

I(n,h,C): Elr"u h) - /l
and

À(u,C) - u-' I or¡ (""+'u¡ .Jp¡<c'\ o )'
where tþ,, b and o ate the functions introduced in Section 2. \Me wish to first
establish that for any C ) 0 and 0 < å < 1,

I(n,h,C) S s(C){hP + (nQ-t¡, (6.1)

where g does not depend on n or h and limc*oo g(C):0. Let

\(n, h, C) :
>c lEf"QÐ - fl

and

Iz(n,h,C):
1," l>c

[var{/,(.1å)}]å.

Ii follows easily from Liapounov's inequality that .I ( It * f2, so (6.1) will hold if
it is shown that

I1(n,h,C) S e{C)hP (6.2)

I2(n,, h, C) S n(C)(nQ-*,

>C

(6.3)

and
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rvhere ot(c) and gz(c) each converge to zero as c diverges to infinity.
By Taylor's theorem with remainder and the assumption that .If is of order

P¡

Er'@lh) : [* rcçr¡¡(x - hz) crz
J -oo

= r@) * [* Ke) [' oo(1 - ,ì',;' ¡@ @ - tzh) d,t d,z,J-* 'Jo (p-1)l
which leads to

Therefore we have

(p- r)! lE f ,(xlh)- r@)l :lo, Il"rn fo' f 
tÐ {, - thz)(r - fln-t dt d"l (6.4)

I1(n,h,2C) <ht I,orr.
+hp

f ,o,,r.lrcQ)l lr' ,r*' (a - thz)l dt dz d'x

1,,,,," 1,,,,,"1KØl l, ¡¡{Ð@ -thz)ldtdzdx.
(6.5)

Observe that if lh"l < C and0 < ú < 1 then

{x : lal> 2Cl} ç {c' la - thzl > C}

Thus the first term on the right-hand side of (6.b) is bounded above by

he l,^4..1K{'), lr' I,-ru,>"lf@(x - thz)ld,a d't d,z

s h, ( / lt l) t tf@tu)tay.\J '/l¡s¡>c'" \'

If 0 < h < 7 then the second term is no more than

o' I,u",r"lN(,)l d, | ¡¡{r) ¡ < c-p hp I w ,rr")l d" l¡¡{r) ¡.

Therefore h(n,h,21) S ø{ZC¡np where

st(2c): (l vrt) Iro"tr@{v)tda + c-p I v,*r")to, | ¡¡,,)¡.

clearly, lim6r*- g{c) = 0, which concludes the proof of (6.2).
To prove (6.3) we let a ) 1 and note that by the Cauchy-schwatzinequality,

r2(n,h,C) < siG)U u*1r,(îlh)j(r+ Irl,) *]'
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rvhere

gi9): (1 + lrl")-1 do

Triviall¡

1* lzl" S 2'(1 * lr - hzl *lh"l),
and

IYa{f"(ælå)} S ("h)-' tr2Q)¡@ - hz) d,z.

Combining (6.7) and (6.8) we obtain for 0 < h < I

Var{/,(ølå)X1 * lal) dæ

< (nh)-t2" I I rc2þ)f (a - hz)(r* l, - hzl, i lh"l\ d,æ d,z

u
!
2

(6.6)
l>c

(6.7)

(6,8)

t
S lrn¡-rz"{ (l *) lrr*',t\t(v)da

lzl'K2 (z) I 'o - 
h,) o, o,\

(l *)o+Etxrt\+ lþp*,j

.l
: çnt ¡-LZ" {

which is finite for a - 1+ e. Therefore lve have I2(n,h,c) S gz(c)(nh)-*, where

I )

t
2sz(C): si(C)2"/2 (L + ElXLl") + l"l K2

clearly gt(c) approaches zero as c approaches infinity, as required.

To establish (2.5) it is sufficient to show that for every co ) L and cr > 0,

sup nn/Qn+r) ¡(r, hu, Ct) S os(Cr¡uelcîL,col
(6.e)

for all sufficiently large rz, where limsr*oo l{C) : g.

,lg ..'p lrot<zo+rt I qÍ^gh,) -/l - À(, - .ln*æ z€tco-l,col I J¡,¡<c, 'Í^(p"¡ - rl - À(u' cr)l = 0; (6'10)

sup
u€[co-1,c0]

l)(", C') - À(")l S g¿(Cù, (6.11)

and
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rvhere lim6, -* g+(ct) : 0. The functions 93 and ga are each independent of n.
Result (6.9) is easily derived from (6.1) by putting h : hu and, taking n large
enough to give

suq ,n/Qn+t) ¡(r,hu,Cr) I (Co t C'o)g(Cr).

condition ,, ,0"f'i.t;ï-r" extension of rheorem b.1 of Devroye and Györfi
(1985, p.78) with å - hu.Devroye and Györfi deal with second order kernels and
compactly supported densities. However, the extension to pth ord.er kernels and.

uniform convergence is straightforward. Observe that the left-hand side of (6.11)
is dominated by

sa,(C) - C|o(or/p,) [. _ l/þ)(r)l dc * (2ln)îcoo, I f Èþ) dæ.Jlxl>Q - J¡r¡>cr- '
The function ga tends to zero by the assumptions that ¡(r) ¡g integrable and
ElXtlt+e ¡r finite for some e ) 0.

For the proof of (2.6) note that
ïElr"(þ) - fl >E{lÍ"Uh) _ Ef"(.|å)l _ lÛf"(.lh) _ /l} + 2Ûlf,(.lh) _ fl

-Elf"Qh) - Ef"(.lh)l + lEf "(.1Ð - fl,
so clearly

sE{J"(h)} I G,(å) + Gr(h) (6.12)

where G,,(h) : I Elf"(.lh)-Ef"(.1fr,)l and G'(h) : I lEr,(.lh)- Íl.usins Farou,s
lemma and the continuity of fb), it follows from (6.4) that

liminf G2(h)lhP

> {(p - 1)!}-' I:ll:Ke) /'u*,,r ¡@ @ - thz)(r - Ðp-t dtdzl dû
I

= (p!)-' I V*rt
)0,

sothereexist constants Ct,Cz ) 0such thatG2(h)2Cråp whenever0 ( h<Cz.
using the boundedness of /( it is easily established that Gr(h) 2 Cs for h >_ Cz.
Therefore we have

G"(h) > co(ht nt). (6.13).
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Observe that for Co ) !,

i3f. ¿{,1"tä)} - min E U "(h ")), "tgå. 
E {J"(tz ")}, E u"(h")\inf

ue[Co- 1,Co] inf
u1Cf,r

Choose Co so large that u. e [Co 
1,Cs] and apply (2.5) to obtain

E U"(h")j - n-n / (zn+l) À(r. ). (6.14)

We are finished if we show that for Cs suffi.ciently large,

i3r, ¿{¡"th)} : ,.råî{,".1 E{J.(h")}. (6.15)

It follows from (6.13) that

,y[,r{r^(h")} 2Cn ,'9[,{ uzpn-p/(2p+t) n 1}

-C¿{C|P'-P/(zP+r) ¡I}
which, in view of (6.14), is larger than inf,,.¡co-1,col E{J"(h")} for sufficiently large

Co. Also by Lemma 6.1, stated below, we obtain for large n,
inf . E{Jn(h")} >C inf . {u-1n -p/(zp+r) ¡ 1.}(co-' 

:r"{;Tp/(zp+L) nt}
which can also be made larger than inf,,.¡co-',col EU"(h")) by taking Cs suffi-

ciently large. This completes the proof of (6.15). f
Lemma 6.L. If I( is bounded, has compact support and integrates to unity, and

if f is bounded, then there exjsts a constant C > 0 not depending on n or h, such

thatfornll and01h1I,

[ ,ff,(.lh) - Ef,(.¡â)l > c{(nh)-r 
^ 

1}.

Proof. Applying Lemma 5.8 of Devroye and Györfi (1985, p.90) to the random

variables

z¿ : h-lKi(' - x¡)lh]t - Elh-lr( {('- x¿)lh}1, 1

we obtain the bound

Elf,@lh) - Ef"(*lh)l - Qlò, {var/"(ølrz)}å < C{nh)-t,
where C1 does not depend on ø, n or h. For h ) n-t it may be shown using

standard arguments based on the asymptotic formula for Var{/,(.1å)}, that for

some bounded interval f,

inf
t €[co-1,c0]

,1,
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[[vu'1¡,ç.1ä)]l \ > cr(rtù-ï.
JT

Therefore, fot h 2 Cen-L and C3 suficiently large,

r
J,"lr"(.lh) - E f"(.1å)l > lc"ç"r,¡-i,

so the result is true for å ) Csn-L. Now let å. ( Csn-r and suppose that the
support of I( is contained in the interval [-",r]. Then

P{f"@lh):0}>p(x;n)

where

Now

p(æ;n) - P{IX¡- øl > sh,, I < j < n}

- {1 - P(lxr - al < rå)}",

P(lX.' - øl ( sh) :\t - | 
- 

/ t,, -rl(sà
f (u\ du 12Bsh¿ \v /

where B: sup/. Noting that 1-¿ > e-t-t'for 0 ( t S+ we get for large rz,

p(a;n) > exp{-2 Bsnh - (2Bsnh)2}

) Ca exp( -2Bsnh)
) Ca exp(-2CsBs)

-Cs)0
where C5 depends on none of, x, n, å. Therefore

ft'I Ell"Qh) - Er"(.1å)l > I lnf"@lh)lp{f"(xlå) : 0} dæJJ
I

J

. ,,ll Er,@þ) d.l

= Cs,

which completes the proof. I
Proof of Theorem 4.1.

Our proof relies upon the following theorem of Devroye (1983). We state it
here as a lemma.
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Lemma 6.2. .Suppose that j l/f l < oo. For all e > 0,

sup _ P(lJ^(h) - EU,(h))l > e) i-2e-n'"/ß2(l l¡(l)')
h)o,leÐ

where D is the ciass of all densities.

Define å"", and Â"o, to be the window-sizes rvhich minimise E{.rr(å)} and
J"(h) respectively, It may be readily established that for ø ) 0 suffi.ciently large
we have å"o, € Io = [n-", no] and

,ltå P(h"o,,,hi e r^, for all n ) nt) - !.

For c ) 0, let T{:'11(a,c) - {ä1 ,h2,...} be the strictly increasing sequence given
by

hL : Tl-o ¡h¿+t:h¿*n-',
andlet mbe the integerfor whichh^-t 1no < ñ^. For each h €. lo defineh,x
to be the â¿ which is nearest to å. Thus we have lh - hxl : inf¡¿r lh - hrl. Our
first aim is to prove that we may choose c : c(a) so large that for some C > 0

independent of n and the sample,

:g,lJ"(h) - J"(hx)l < Cr-' (6.16)

Suppose that the support of .I{ is confined to [-s, s] for some s ) 0. Then it can
be shown that

ll,(h) - J^(hx)l ( 2s(sup lK)hxlh-' - hr'l+ | Wøl - ri(ha lhÌr)l dï.(6.12)

For ñ €To, the first term is bounded above by 2s(sup lltl)n"-". Using the Hölder
continuity of I( we obtain for constants B,j ) 0,

I wro - K(xh/hx)ld, 
=p [ þ - æhlhxÏr(al ( s or ltulh7¡l < s)dæ

lBn?-c)t I Wf rføl ( s or lxl < shylh)d,a.

Next choose c so large that for positive constants C1 and C2 weha,ve no-c 1 Ctn-r ,

nþ-c)t l Czn-r and, hn/h ( 2. Then an upper bound to the right-hand side of
(6.17) is

2s(sup lI(l)Cp-t * þCz

2 1
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from which (6.16) follows immediaiely.

Letting A(h) denote the difference "I,.(ä) - EU"(h)), (6.16) implies rhat

""p lA(ä) - A(år)l 12Cn-l (6.18)

Set rz,4 > 0 and let , - ,n-t*? in Lemma 6.2 so that
m

P{. :yq l¡(h¡)l } un-ï+n} S fp{lA(åj)l } un-L+n¡-t<¡?^ ' - ?,
l2mexpl-*",, I {*r l t/(t), }]

Therefore, since m : O(n"*.) ur rl -) oor

oo

I e1"å-n !'p l¿(n¡)l ) ¡,) ( oo
,.] llj1m

for arbitrary u > 0. It follows from this and the Borel-Cantelli lemma that

t_Iim nã-? sup lA(å¡)l _ O
1( j( rn

almost surely. This and (0.18) together impty that

tim nt-q sup lA(å)l : o
heT"

almost surely. Suppose it is established that for some r ) 0, Co ) 0 and all
sufficiently large n,

¡p[,n{h(å)} > Con-E+n. (6.1e)

Then simple arguments lead to

"tg{rlåå 
r"(h)} lli.el.EQ"(h)}l : 7

almost surely. Taking ø sufficiently large we obtain (4.g). The same arguments
can be employed to prove (4.10). /

It remains to prove (6.19). Recall from (6.12) that

3EU"(h)) ì G'(h) +Gz(h)
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where Gr(h) : I Elf"(.1å) - Ef"(.lÄ)l and Gr(h) - I lEf"(.1å) - /1. Lemma 6.1

asserts that for 0 < å ( 1, G1(å) > Cs{(nfi-t A1}. A lorverboundfor G2(h) is

obtained by first observing that for all ø € R,

lt < 2(sup /) l/(llEf"(*lä) - /(")l : K(z){f (x - h") - f (x)} dz

Hence

Gz(h) 2 2(sup /) lKl {Er"(.1Ð - r}, > c4(hb nt)-1

for some ó > 0. The second inequality follows from Lemma 1 of Stone (1984).

Result (6.19) can be derived easily from (6.20) by considering separately (i) ,-. <
h 1 n-1, (ii) n-I < h <1 and (iii) 1 < h 1 n".

Proof of Theoretn 4.2.

(i) Proof of (j.1t)
To prove (4.11) it is sufficient to show that

lEfP(.1¡,') - ¡tl)¡- o (6.21)

and

lrP(.lhr) - ErP(.1är)l : o (6.22)

almost surely.

To prove (6.21), consider

nfP@lh): htp t: NÍù Q)f (æ - tuz) d,z

t: K{)¡tù çx - h1z) d,z ,

limt¡+oo

limn+oo

the last equality coming from p steps of integration by parts. Therefore

EfP@lhr) - ¡(r)1ø¡: t: rfi(){f{n)(, - l"z) - ¡{ùçe} dz.

Suppose that the support of. Kl is contained in the interval [-s, s]. Then for each

C)0,

.slp- lEfP('lh,) - ¡{a)(r)l I t VíQ)l sup l¡(r)1 x - h1z) - ¡{ùçx¡ldzl"l<c Jlzl<s l,lSC
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Now /(r) is continuous and therefore uniformly continuous on [-C, C], so for each
z € [-s, s],

-t41 sup l¡(r)1a - ht) - ¡{Ðçr)l : o,n*æ lrl(C
since å1 -+ 0 as rù -f oo. Since ¡(n) utr¿ K1 arc bounded it follows by dominated
convergence that

we anive at the bound

H,iËo, lnrP@lå') - /þ)(')l : o. (6.28)

Take å1 so small that h1 s S lC and observe that for løl ) C and lrl < , we must
have lø - hzl > +C. Then

f,,,r.lErP(,1ä,) - ¡tn)1< I,or" I,",r"lr{1(z)11¡{ù@ - htz)ldz d,æ

+ [ V{,e)t ¿, IJlzlls J ¡x1>c
l¡@) @)l ax,

and since both terms of this last expression are dominated by

(1,",,) l,orr"t¡", @¡¡ ax,

t,. l>c
tEfg)(,1ä,) - ¡{r)¡ < , (llr(,1) lo,,r"¡¡tùçqldæ. (6.24)

Combining (6.23) and (6.2a) we get for arbitrarq C ) 0,

t,. l>tc
limsup lEfP(.1h,)- ¡@l<cr l¡{Ð @¡¡ ax,

where Ct = Z(l lKrl), and so (6.21) follows from this and the integrability of /(a).
The proof. of (6.22) uses a version of Bernstein's inequality (see Hoeffding

(1963)) which we state as a lemma.

t¡+oo

Lemma 6.3. If Yt,. . .,Y, are ìndependent and identically distributed with zero
mean and variance 02, and if each ly¿l 1 c, then

r (år,l ' I = 
2exp{- !t2(no2* cr)-11
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Note that for any ( > 0 the integral on the left-hand side of (6.22) is bounded
above by

/,,,=rl¡P(.1n,) - EÍP(.1å,)l+ l,,rrlf10 å,)l + l,orrl¡{ùçelax
+ lørP)(.tn,¡-/a¡,

so it sufrces to prove that for some sequence 6 : ((") tending to infinity,

tim [ .l¡9)(.1är)l :o (6.25)t*- Jl"l>€

for all t > 0

almost surely and

lfÍù (.1å,) _ E Íp(.1å,)l : o
<€

almost surely. Take hr so small and ( so large that ä1s s å9. Then

t,. l/Ío)(. lär)l I (nh,r*t) ¡r<fe) 1qø - x¡) lhll da

t,,lim
7t+oo (6.26)

l>{
-'å lo,,

ä I,^,,*X¡ )€- (nh!)-L ¡NIù çr¡¡a,

( sup g{nt l("nf)-'f l,^ tx*X;l>{;lrl<"
da

n

i=1

( 2ssup ¡Nlnt¡nn\)-'t r(x¿l > å0, (6.27)
n

ú=l

since lx¡l < |( implies that the set {ø :lfua axrl > €;lrl < r} is empty. Let
e ) 0 be such that ^ÐlX1ll+€ < oo and put a - 1 + e. We tal<e ( : ¡;n/9 where

2al@ + 1) < B < a. By Markov's inequality,

p: P(xtl > å() < cz€-"

where Cz - 2-"ElXt lo. Now,

hrop<c2h7@-p)/p +0.
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For each ó > 0 we haveby Lemma 6.3 (with Y : I(lX¡l > åC) - p, c : 2, t : 6nh!,
o2:p(!-p))

for all ó ) 0, so by the Borel-Cantetli lemma,

ll " I Iq = P I llt¡flx¿l > äO - pll > rnhprlLlc=r I J
< 2 exp[- Lr(|nhÐ'z {"p(r - p) + 26nh!}-t).

Note that for å1 < r,, p(r-p) s p s crh1"/ø s c2hT and so q < 2exp{-ca( 6)nh!}.
clearly nhlllogn -r oor implying that q - o(n-k) for all k > 0. Therefore

å'ir'olr-'lË,',,"nr > åo-r)1 ,o] .*

lim fnhf)-l
f¿*æt L /

f¿,

!{r{lxnl >å{)-p}

ft

d=1

:Q
d:1

almost surely. Combining this with (6.28) we obtain

,r¡5(rzåf)-1 Ð \lxnl t å€) : o

almost surely. The result at (6.25) is a consequence of this and (6.22).

For the proof of (6.22), define

rl(x) = t: rcÍù e)'f (æ - tuz) d,z

and

,2(*) = max{rr2(r), (1 + Irl'")-t}.
Also let .S" = {r € (-", c) : (1 + lal")r2(î) > 2}. We shall prove separately that

lim
t¿+OO

lim
71,+æ

t,. lfP (.1å,) - ø rP (.1n,)l : o (6.2e)
l({;z€S-

almost surely, and

lfÍÐ (.1n,) - E fP (.1å,)l : ot,, l(€;øÉS*
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almost surely. To derive (6.29) we first prove that the Lebesgue measure of 5-,
4(5."), is bounded. obse¡ve that (1*lø l")"'(r) > 2 if and onry if (raløl')rr2(ø) >
2 and let Y. be a uniform random variable on (-c, c). Then by Marliov,s inequality,

iø{G + l]r"l-)"12(%)} > .P{(1 + ly"l)rl (y") > 2}

- P{(1 + ly"l\", (y) > 2}

: lc-L t (s").
Therefore

Ê(s") 
= + I-"o* løl')2,2( x) d,x

forallc)0andhence

4(s.") s /- rr + þl)rl(x) d,x

: l:xÍ')Q)' l*u + la + htzl)r(v)d's clz

='" l:NÍ') Q)'/l,t + lvl' + hilzl')r(v) d,v d,z

: r" ll {v@)¡z {E(x,|.) + 1} * or I Þr oÍ,,]
(oo

uniformly in hr J 1, since Elxrlo < - and r{r) is compactiy supported. For
each ó > 0 the integral in the left-hand side of (6.29) is no more than

lr*v?)(.1¿,) - EÍp (.lnùvEg)(.l¿, ) - Efg(.lå,)l s ¡)
f* l r*lrP(.lnr) - Erg(.1h,)V\rg)(.1¿, ) - E rp (.1å,)l > ó)

s ó¿(.r-) *, Ir*vÍù(.|n,)lr|fp(,1h,) - Efp(.1n,)l > ó)

S 6¿(s-) + h;@+t) (2sup lt<Íùl)tw, (6.81)

where

Mt: l"*r(|å'*")i(, - x¿)lh,j - ørcr,>{(, - x¿)/ht}rl , a,u *,) 0,.

Lety¿ : xÍÐ {@-x¿)lhr}-nx<r¡ {@-x¿)/ht}, c: 2sup lrclct I and r : 6rhpr*t,

o2 : Yar(Izi) S rf(æ)fu l Ctht

and note that

óÐ



E(Mt) Sz [ "-csl)nhl'*' dr:21(s*)"-c{6)nhlo*' : O(n-u)./5-

for all å ) 0, since nhlP*t/logr¿ -) oo. Thus 'ú¡e may conclud.e by Ma^rkov's in-
equality and the Borel-Cantelli lemma that lim,,*oo hrþ+r) Nh: 0 almost surely.

This implies that

Iimsw f,o=r,"r"*lr!(.lh) - ErP) (.1n,)l < ¿(s.")ó

almost surely for all ó ) 0, from which (6.29) follows immediately.

The integral on the lefi-hand side of (6.30) may be written as

t l,noo,*')-'Ë"lr{lr,or')-'Ë"1 
= 

6r@)e/'} o.Jlcl<{;zfS* 
|

* I,o=,,.r_ l,,nr*'l-'É-lr {lr,rl*')-'Ër,l ' 4,)or,} aæ

= 
u ,[ ,þ/o + ¡r;b+t)12sup ln{e)l)ivr,

r {lå r,l, 6nh!+r r(r)u,"}

for some constant Ct ) 0 independent of n and å1. This leads to

It2(o2n * ct)-l > C2(6)(nt l*t)'(Crhfl * rhor*t)-t
> Q(6)nttlP+r '

Therefore by Lemma 6.3,

dæ

where

Mr= [
J lxllÇiz

From Hölder's inequality we
ÉS-
have

l],r.ru/o d,x= {/_ r(æ)2(r+ I,l)' o,}u"'"'
( r* l Qa-F)/Qa)

" t/_""ft *þ)-"e/r"-o> ari . (6.82)

The second factor on the right-hand side of (6.32) is finite by choice of B. To deal

with the first factor, observe that
/oo ^ foo| ,(*)'(1 + løl)' ¿* S I r!çæ)(t * lxl)" d,xJ-æ J'æ 

,""+ | (t + lrl)"(t+lxl2")-1 dx.J-æ
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Clearly the second term on the right-hand side of this expression is finite. The
first term equals

l:l:N{,)e),r@ - h,z)(1 + txt), d,xdz,

which is finite uniformly in å1 ( 1 using the fact that .ÐlX1lo < - as before. This
proves that / rÞ/' a oo. Therefore it suffices to prove that E(luI2) - O(",-e) fo,
all ó > 0 and & > 0. lVe apply Lemma 6.3, again with the same Y¡ and c but this
time with ¿ - 6rh!+rr(x)Ê/". From before we have o2 1r1(n)rh, < r(æ)2h1, so

that T("): lt2(noz * cú)-1

2 l o r çr¡z e / o 
çnhn+t )2 {nh y r (æ)2 + "t nhy+t r þ¡e / " ¡- t

2 C a(6)r (x¡z e / " (nhl*\' {nt r, (*)2 t nh!+l r @)Þ / " ¡ -t .

Suppose firstly that åf < r(x)2-Þlo. Th"rt

T I lC a(6)r(Q-2("- þ) / o nh2P*t

> 2e / a-z gn$)nh?p+L (1 + lr¡.¡(.- þ) / o

> 29/o-zgnq)nttle+l,

since û # S* entails ,(r)-2 > å(t + Irl'). Nexr suppose that h! > r(æ)z-þ/a.
Then

r 2 \C+(6)nh!+t r@)Þ/"

> lcnça¡nn!*'(t * læ12"¡-o/Qo) ,

since ,(*)2 > (t + lnl2a¡-t. Since |rl S ( - 7r;n/9 we have

(r + lø12")-þ /(za) 2 C¿hT,

giving f 2 Cs(6)nhln+t. Combining both these bounds gives 
"(r) 

> Cu(6)nhlp+t
for all t É S* and lcl S €. Therefore by Lemma 6.8,

E(Mr) 32 [ e-r(,) d,a < 4(exp{-C6( 6)nnln+r} - O(n-k)Jpl<q;xfs-

for all fr > 0 and 6 ) 0, as required.

(ii) Proof of (1.12),
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Let o - 1 + €, so that ElXrlo < -. Then

I vi (.th,) - rrt= {/_ v,@thz) - r(,)l(1 + løt") d,}

' {/1,'+ t't')-' o,\t
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Sinc" /å(1 + lrl')-t dr is finite we need to
show that /-a V"@lhr)- /(")l(t + Irl") d,x -> 0 almost surely as r¿ -) oo. For
C > 0 this integral is dominated by

(1+ d") | v"r.þr) - rr* |,,,r"/(,xr + l,l") o* * 1,,,r.r,@bz)(r + lrl-) ¿,.

under the conditions imposed on f , Kz andh2in the theorem, Iimrr*oo I lf,,(.lhr)-
./l : 0 almost surely (see e.g. Devroye and Györfi (1985) Theorem 8.1, p.12). Also

^lim t /('Xr + I'l') d,æ :0,c*oo J¡4>c
since ^ElXt lo < oo, so it remains to show that

^lim timr,ro / _f*@lhr¡(l + lø lo) d,, - s (6.8s)C-oo r*-' J¡r¡>C

aJmost surely. Suppose that the support of, IÇ is contained. in [-r, "] and let ä2

be so smaJl lhat h2s S +C. Then the integral in (6.88) can be written as

"-, f. I Kz(ù(L* lx¿ t h2yl.) d,y
f':, J 

¡ x, + n z y l) c ;ls | 1 s

< 2a*Ls sup lKrln-' Ë,
d:1

1* lx¿l')r0x¡l> ic)
+2"hi

By the strong law of large numbers,

lvl" I{z(a) da

t,. t>rÇ,,1gr-t Irt + w¿|")f(x,1 , Ic) : /('Xt * lxl) du

almost surely as n + oo. Therefore, noting that K2has compact support,

t,.limsup f"(ælh2)(1* lø1") < C1 t,. t>rc
f @)G * læl) dx

almost surely for some constant Ct ) 0. Result (6.33) follows immediately from
this arrd the existence of ElXLl".l

d=l

r¡+oo l>c
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Chapter Three

MINIMISATION OF LT DISTANCE IN
HISTOGRAM AND FREQUENCY POLYGON

DENSITY ESTIMATION

3.1 fntroductiou
The histogram is the exordial nonparametric density estimator. However, it

still enjoys a great deal of usage in data analysis and presentation. A closely re-

lated density estimator is the frequency polygon which is constructed by straight-
line interpolation of the histogram. In the univariate case both estimators are

based on partitioning the real line into equal-sized intervals, or "bins", and count-
ing the number of sample points in each bin. The smoothing parameter associ-

ated with each of these estimators is the length of the partition intervals, often

referred to as the bin-widih. This chapter is concerned lvith using techniques

employed in the previous chapter for kernel density estimation to derive similar
optimality results for the histogram and frequency polygon. Or:¡ theory leads to
an L1 version of the rules of Scott (1979, 1985) for bin-width choice. 'We also

extend the work of Devroye and Györfi (1985) to derive closed form bounds for
liminf,,*oo inf¿¡s n2/5 E{Jn(å)} and lim sup,,*- inf¿;,e nz/6 EUn(å.)} for the fre-
quency polygon, where J"(h) is the .01 dista.nce between the frequency polygon

f"(lh), with bin-width å, and true density.

Section 2 treats the histogram, followed by an analysis of the frequency poly-
gon in Section 3. Numerical examples are presented in Section 4. Section 5
contains proofs.

3.2 LL Theory of the Histogram
We shall consider histogram density estimators defined on the real number

line with respect to the partition {8n,, r e Z} where Bn,: [rh,(r + 1)å). The
partition elements 8,, a,re the bins of the histogram and h is the bin-width. Since

our results are asymptotic in nature we will assume that ä - h(n) is a sequence
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of positive numbers satisfying

lim å:0 and limr¿+co n+oo (2.1)

The histogram estimator of /(ø) is given by

f"þlh) : h-r [tn(Bn,), a e. Bn,,

This leads to the data-based choice

hl,z :3'49sn-L/3 (2.4)

where s is an estimate of the standard deviation.

Let J"(h) : ï V"(lh) - /l b" the .01 distance between f"(lh) anct /. Our

goal is to derive the Z1 analogues of the formulae given at (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4),

40

nh: æ

where þnis the empirical measure based on the sample Xt,...,Xn and is given

by

p"(S):n-lcard{i:1< i1n andX¡ €.9}, SgR.

Under certain smoothness assumptions on the density /, Scott (1979) and Freed-

man and Diaconis (1981) have shown that the .õ2-optimal bin-width for the his-

togram is asymptotic to

o; : 
{u I I ,,,r,}''' ,-,,, (2 2)

and that the optimal rate of convergence to zero of expected Z2 loss M"(h) -
l{1"(.1ä) - "f}' ir given by

E{M^(h;)} : (sl2) {l ff'f lu}"' n-z/s i o(n-2/t¡. (2.8)

Scott (1979) proposed a data-based rule for choosing å from the formula at (2.1)

by using the normal density family as a reference standàrd. The rule is based on

the observation that if / is the normal density with variance ø2 then

hi - (24rt¡r/s on-tl3 : (3.49 . . .)on-tls .



Devroye and Györfi (1985, pp.98,99) have shown that for all densities / having

compact support and a bounded, continuous derivative,

E{r^(h)} : I r,Ð-t ¡t,t' (W) *,rn + (nh)-å1

and

where r/ is the function introduced in Section 2.2 and 2,, is given by

z,(x) : 2l{u + Ðn - x} lh)f'(x), a € Bn,.

Also, they have established the bounds

liminf nL/3 inf E{J"(h)} > (0.s8026r...)8"(f)rtr+æ ,¿>0 \ (2.5)

iimsw"trt 
;gto 

EU"(h)\ < (1.2e0381.. .)B*(Í) (2.6)

where

B"(f):{ru f\'Iv'l}'t'
Therefore the optimal rate of convergence of EU"(h)\ lies between

(0.880 . ..)B*(f)n-Lls and, (1.290 ...)B*ff)n-t/3 
,

and this rate is achieved by choosing the bin-width to be asymptotic to ä,, --
u2n-L/3 for some u ) 0 (thus balancing the orders of magnitud.e of the bias and

standard deviation of l"(lh) as for the kernel estimator treated in Section 2.2).

The optimal choice of u and the corresponding rate of convergence of EU"(h)\
can be determined from

Theorem 2.1. .9uppose that f has a bounded and Lipschitz continuous ¡îrsú

deñvative and vanishes ouúside a compact set. Then for aJl u ) 0,

E {J"(h")} : ((u)n-L /3 + o@-L ls¡

1,
f þ)E'þ (

where

((r): *'l:L
J.
2

4I

dy dx (2.7)



The .t1-optimal bin-width is therefore asymptotic to h* : (r*)2n-L/3 where

u* is the value of u that minimises ((u). To locate u* we observe that ('(u) -
2u-2 t\(us)'rvhere

A(u) : l: I' r{r, ¡, ç*¡rr (W) - rr,i, r (,#)} * o, (2 8)

Note that

e"@):,-,,-3 l:l )\ 0,0.,
I
2

2

ut Í' x)a utf ,)y
f(r) )*rt( t@)

which is clearly positive for all u ) 0 since ry', ,þ" > 0; À(0) : -(2n)- å ,i /å r"¿
limr*oo Â(u) : oo. Together these results imply that u* exists, is unique and is

given by ,* : (u*)1/3 where u* is the solution of .4,(u) : 0. In view of Theorem

2.1 the best possible rate of convergence of E{J"(h)} to zero is ((u*)n-113.

The assumption of / having compact support can be weakened to the existence

of. ElXtlt+' fot some e ) 0 by arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2.2.\.

In Section 4, examples of the -L1-optimal bin-widths are presented. In partic-

ular it is seen that for normal data with va¡iance o2 the.L1-optimat bin-width is
asymptotic to

h. - (3.37 ")on-tls.

Therefore the Lt analogue of the bin-width selection rule of Scott (1979) is

hi:3.37sn-t/t,

which smooths about 96.5% as much as hl,r. Consequently, the .01 based rule and

the Lz based rule are virtually equivalent.

3.3 L1 Theory of the Frequency Polygon
The frequency polygon is the density estimator obtained by straight-line in-

terpolation of the histogram heights at the middle of each bin. This estimator is

defined on the partition {Gn,, r e Z} where Gn, : l? - l)h,(r + l)h) and is

given by

f"@lh): h-7(, +l- *lh)p"(Bn¡-Ð)-h-L(, -T- *lh)p"(B,,), x € Gn,
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Here the .B,.," have the definition ascribed to them in the previous section. Again

it is assumed throughout that the bin-rvidth ä satisfies (2.1). Tlne L2loss of the

frequency polygon is investigated by Scott (1985) rvhere it is established that for

M"(h): I{1.(lÐ- f}',
1/5

E{tú^(h)} : (5112) {n lrt,,), f rc} n-als * o(n-a/s¡

and the bin-width required to achieve this minimum is asymptotic to

hî:zlffil''' n-','. (3.1)

Also in Scott (1985) the frequency polygon bin-width selection rule

hl,z :2.!5sn-r/ (8.2)

was proposed (s being an estimate of the standard deviation) and is based on the

result

h; - 2(40ri ¡+o¡t/s on-L/5 - (2.t5. . )on-tls
for Gaussian data having variance ø2.

The asymptotic theory of. L7 loss, ,I,"(å) : / V"(lh) - f l, of the frequency

polygon developed here is for densities belonging to the function class .F where

F: {f : / is a density with two bounded, Lipschitz continuous derivatives}.

For each f e f we put B(f) = {å(/ Í\n I V"l}L/s as rÃ¡as done in Section 2.5

in the context of kernel density estimation. We also define 7 to be a universal

constant given by

'Y - l* tog"(1 + 2')123/2.

Theorem 3.1. For all f e F,

t',q'åf "',u i\tov]"(h)\ >hAzBU) (s.B)

)A1A2As

whete 
AI. : i3f, u-r/rrþ(u) - t.o2g4g3. . . 

,

A2 -(1a l+¡1/5
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and

¡ls : iúnØ: (2n lt\rttÍer
Our next result involves the functions sn and ú,. given by

s"(ø) - {1 -B(r - rh)2 lh2}1"@)16, a €Gn,

and

t^(*) - {,*2(x -rh)zlh2¡l¡çx¡i, x € Gn,,

Theorem 3.2. Suppose f € F and has compact suppott. Then

EU"(h)j - @Q-t¿^ç * o{hz + (nQ-L¡. (s.4)

In addition,

lims3n "t,t iytoap"(h)\ S A+BU) (3.5)

where

A+ : 5{72 l1atr¡¡z/s

The bounds given at (3.3) and (3.5) are the frequency polygon analogues

of the bounds for the histogram stated at (2.5) and (2.6). It follows from these

that optimally, E{Jn(ä)} converges to zero at a rate between C B(f)n'215 a¡d,

C- B(f)n-2l5 where C- 0.659...and C*:0.882...(ro that C*lC - 1.889...).
Thisoptimalrateof convergenceof order n-2/s isachievedwhen h - hu - u2n-t/5
for some u ) 0. To extract the exact optimal rate of convergence of E{J^(h)} and

the corresponding optimal bin-widih we appeal to

Theorem 3.3. Suppose f e F and has compact support. Then for aII u ) 0,

EU"(h")) - ((u)rz-2/ó + o(n-2/s¡

1

o(n,v)rþ (3.6))

where

((r): *'l:1,
44
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b(r,a) : ftt (a)(I2A" - I2A - Ð 124 anc) o2(r,ù : f (*)(2u, - 2v + L).

It follorvs from this result that the minimising value of u is u* : (r')r/5 where
u* is the unique solution of

l: l,' {n u{*,r, (ffi) - o,,,,)ö (m) } * da : o (8 7)

This leads to å,* - (r*)'n-1l5 as the asymptotically optimal bin-width.
Once again we note that the assumption of compact support made in Theo-

rems 3.2 and 3.3 can be weakened to the existence of ElXl lt+. fo, some e > 0 by
arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2.2.L.

It is seen from results in Section 4 that the Zr analogue of Scott's (1985)
bin-width selection rule given at (3.2) is

hi:2.07sn-L/5,

which provides about g6% as much smoothing as hl,r.

3.4 Numerical Results
In this section we shall present some examples of Z1-optimal bin-widths and

rates of convergence for the histogram and frequency polygon. Subsection 1 con-
tains results for the histogram; results for the frequency polygon are given in
Subsection 2.

3.4.1 Lr-optimal Bín-widths and, Rates of Conuergence for the Histogram
The following discussion applies to the histogram density estimator defined

in Section 2. There it was established that the optima^l bin-width for minimising
expected Z1 loss is asymptotic to c¡n-L/3 where the constant c1 is obtained by
solving Â(u) : 0, with .4, having the definition ascribed to it at (2.g), and then
setting c1 = (u*)2/3. The value of c1 can be compared to its L2 counterpart

"':{ul l"','}""
the coefÊcient of n-|/s in the formula for the Z2-optimal bin-width given at (2.2).
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Table 4.1: Values of c1, c2 and c¡f c2 f,ot
the histogram.

Density C1 C2 qlcz
N(0,1) 3.37 3.49 0.97

Beta (4,4) 0.57 0.62 0.92
Extreme Value 3.77 3.63 1.04

Logistic Ð. tÐ 5.65 1.01

Table 4.2: Values of, CB¡¡(f), Dr(f) and C*Bg(/) for
the histogram.

Density C B,(f) D{f ) H

N 0 1.11 1.19 1.63
Beta (4,4 1.04 1.13 1.53

Extreme Value 1.16 1.28 L.7l
Logistic 1.19 1.28 L.74



Table 4.3 (a): Values of B"(/).

Table a.3 (b): Values of B(/).

Density B
N(0,1) 2t/s

Beta (4,4) 'It025¡r2 
165536' lr/o

Extreme Value '2r l¿¡trs
Logistic 7f 2

Density BU)
N(0,1) (L28tr le)tlts

Beta (4,4) (833492ra5i lgltts
Extreme Value l8n2e-stz15ä cosh(oâ /2) - 2 sinh(5ål2))lt/t

Logistic (rE 127¡rrro



The values of c1 and c2 rvere obtained numerically for the following densiries:
N(0,1), Beta(4,4), extreme value and logistic (see Section 2.5 for their respective
definitions) and are presented in Table 4.1. Notice that the percentage difference

c1 and c2 is quite small in every case. This provides further evidence that there
is little difference between estimating a density with respect to the -t1 norm an¿

with respect to the .t2 norm.

Also for these densities rve computed the corresponding optimal rate of con-

vergence of. E(J") to zero. This quantity has leading term D1 (f)n-ttt where

n{Ð - (("it) and ( is given by the expression at (2.7). Accord.ing to (2.5) and

(2.6) the bounds

cB"(f) 1Dt(/) S C.B*(f)

exist, where C - 0.880 and C* - 1.290. The value of, B¡¡(f) for each example

density is given in Table a.3 (a). In Table 4.2we tabulate DrU), CB*(f) and,

C.Br(l). As for the kernel density estimator, the lower bound approximates

DtU) to a high degree of accuracy.

3.4.2 Lt-oplimal Bin-widths and Rates of Conaergence for the Frequency Polygon

Results for the frequency polygon corresponding to those given for the his-
togram in the previous subsection are presented here. For the frequency polygon

density estimator defined in Section 3, the .L1-optimal bin-width is asymptotic to
c1n-7/s where c1 : (u*)2/5 and u* is the solution to the equation at (B.z). The
Z2-optimal bin-width is asymptotic to c2n-L/5 where

cz = 2l '= ,tt=,,. = lt" .

1,49 IU"),1
Examples of values of c1 and c2 ã,tê listed in Table 4.4 and once again we see that
there is virtually no difference between them.

For the frequency polygon the optimal rate of convergence of E(J") is D{f )n-2/6
where Dr(f) : ççc!)n-1l5 and ( is as clefined at (8.6). In section B D{f)
was shown to be bounded belorv by CB(f) where C : 0.65g, and above by
C.B(f) where C* + 0.888. Table 4.5 provicles a comparison of. D1(/) and its
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Table 4.4: Values of c1, c2 and c¡f c2 for
the frequency polygon.

Density C1 C2 qlcz
N 0,1 2.07 2.16 0.96

Beta 414 0.35 0.39 0.89
Extreme Value 2.06 2.08 0.99

1C 3.41 3.33 t.02

Table 4.5: Values of C B(f), Dr(f) and C* B(f) for
the frequency polygon.

Density C B(T) D{Í) c- B(r)
1 1.09 t.L2 7.46

Beta (4,4) L.02 1.09 1.36
Extreme Value 1.18 7.28 1.58

Logistic 1.19 t.23 1.59



E" Ir-",c)aBn."r (#) ='n'{(zln) 
} suP Ít + @'lz)"'p l"r'l} : o(1)

which gives

À(u) :t¿-1 
Ð" lo^.t@),l, (W) *+ o(1)

= rt-L 
Ð"0, l',Í{e^, + h,ùrr (ffi) oo * "rrr. (5.2)

Also, by Lemma 2.2.t and Lipschitz continuity olV' I and /å,
lrl
ll-',,u,, + h,ùrr (ffi) ø l:rr'^)r,þ (W) o,l

ll/'(f" + h,y)l - lf'G^,)lllal,ty + (2ltr), l_',
cú2huda + el¡rÊ I_'rczlulh,d,u

bounds. The values of B(/) for each of these densities are given in Table 4.8

(b).

3.5 Proofs
The symbols C, Ct,Cz,... rvill be used io denote positive generic constants

throughout this section. For the first proof , f,('lå) is the histogram density esti-

mator defined in Section 2.

Proof of Theorem 2.1.

According to Theorem 5.6 of Devroye and Györfi (1985, p.gg) we have

EU"(h")i : À(r)t -t/3 * o(n-t/s¡

so it suffi.ces to prove that À(u) - ((") + o(1) as n -) cÐ. Let {,,," : (r + T)1r,,
r € Z, denote the bin mid-points and ptú Zç : Z îl-Ch;t ,Ch;r - 1]. Applying
the inequality

,þ(r)S(zl")l+r, u)0, (5.1)

we obtain

lf G", ¡ h,a)T - ¡çq,,71'¡ay

(5.3): Cshu
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where Cs ) 0 does not depend on n. Combining (5.2) and (5.8) leads to

À(u):,,-, I o, [',/(6",") t,þ ("'{,::€iu) ,, * o(h,). (5.4)
reZc r-ì \ J\lnr)' t

On account of the absolute continuity of /' and Corollary 2.24 of. Freedman and

Diaconis (1981) the right hand side of (5.4) can be approximated by urr integral
so that

À(u) - I l:, r@)i,, (W) oo o, + o(h,)

-((u) * o(t),
as had to be shown. I

For the rest of this section 'we talie f "(þ) to be the frequency polygon den-

sity estimator defined in Section 3. The proofs of Theorems 3.1, 3.2'and 3.3 are

preceded by six lemmas.

Lemma 5.1. Supposethat lirn,,*"o IlÐf"(lh)-/l :0 for agiven f e f . Then
lim,.*oo h:0,
Proof. For ø € R let 9n(x) -- Efn(xlå). Assume first that lim,r*- h : oo. Then
gn(r) -+ 0 for all æ, and

lim inf lgh- Íl> liminf lgn - /l : fttr+ôôt¿+æ

which is a contradiction. Let b be an arbitrary positive constant. Observe that

I lgu -./l : 0 is equivalent to

lst-fl-O forallrQZ.

Since 96 is linear on each G,", this implies that / is piecewise linear. Consequently

/" vanishes almost everywhere implying that / : 0 almost everywhere since f e f .

Therefore wemust have /l$- fl ) 0 for ó > 0. Now assume that ä -r ó and

observe that

l,n,- fls l,n,-/l+ l,n^- sbt.

Since g¡ is continuous in h, ! lgn - gl -> 0 which leads to another contradiction.
Thus, invoking the subsequence argument, we conclude that lim,r-- å -- 0. I
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Lemma 6.2. Let,9 g R be a frnite interval wiú]: non-empty interior and, p and q.

be positive measurable functio.ns on S. For any convexfunction \[¡ on S we have

l,nv(,ttn,, (l,o) * (l,rl I,')
Proof. Let u be a random variable having density plsl ïsp and put v -
q(U)lp(U). Then, appealing to Jensen's inequality,

f tl'I pv(qlù/ I p:E{\i/(Y)}Js t Js
>{/{E(y)}
:,ú,( ["] [ \- \/s'/ lrP)

which immediately gives the desired result. I
Lemma 5.3. Let (Y7,Y2) be a random pair having a tñnomial (n;pr,pz) disúri-

bution. For arbitrary real numbers a and P + 0 ,çve have

supP(aIl1 *þYz:a)<c*(1 - p)l{np2(1 -p, -pr)}t +P(h>n/2)
v€R

where c* is a universal constant.

Proof. Observe that

P(aY1 * þyz : a) :f ,çt, t þyz : ylyL : i)p(yt : i)
i:0
n

= LP{Z¿ : (a - ai)/B}P(Y¡ : i)
i=0

where z¡ is a binomial {n-i,prlQ-pr)} random variable. Applying Lemma 5.14

of Devroye and Györfi (1985, p.101) we obtain for some universal constant c ) 0,
sup P(aÍ1 * þYz: U)
v€R

n
s t ("t(" - i)pr(7- pr)-1 {1- prl(L - p,)}l-å n r) r14 : ;¡

i=0
r-Pt I ptr, : i) * ! r14 :,;¡{(nl2)p2Q-pt-pz)} i1n/2 i)n/2

(c*(1 -pùl{np2(1 - pt-pz)}l +P(\>n12)
where c* :21c. This completes the proof. I

In the following we let

b"(*) -- E f n(xlÐ - f @) and "2"(*) 
_ Vur{,f, ( "lh)} .
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Lemma ó.4. For each r e Z,

where ct > 0 is a universal constant.

Proof. Suppose that c € G,,,. Put

lv;:þ-r(, +I - xf h)I',r,-,r(x¡) - ¡-t0 -l - xf h)Ie^,(x¿)

- E{6-t0+I - xf h)1"^,,_,,(xr) -6-t? - T - r/h)|s.,(xr)}
and observe that

"-tf rv¡- Í.@lh)-E{f,(xlh)}, n €Gn,.
i=1

Applying Lemma 5.8 of Devroye and Györfi. (lg8b, p.g0), rvith a - -U^(ùlon(r),
leads to

l, l"^.1/'('lh) - fl- fo^.o*r(b,lon)l = "t,,-'

ll.."Elr^(.lh) - fl - lo^,o,r(b,/ o^)l s

n

E
(5.5)E(W?

^t\l

Since r €. Gn, we have

EIWII;# < 2h-LE{(r + å - *lhl* l. - L, - t/hl)vv|}/E(wï 14h-',Elvví)- \\r z --t

so the right-hand side of (5.5) is no more than 4cn-1 which completes the proof. I
Lemma 5.5. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.2 and assuming úåaú limrr* * h :
0 we have 

f
J lu" - h"nl - o(h')

and

lbnl - h2 lt,,l - GlÐh2 lf" l

"n-' fo

Proof. Our proof uses arguments similar to those given by Devroye and. Györfi
(1985) for the proof of their Lemma 5.17. Since /" is everywhere continuous lve

have by Tayior expansion with remainder,

f@) : r@) + @ - ùr'(ù + lfu - ù' r"(*) + l@ - ù2{/"({) - r,,@)}
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for some € e (r,y). Therefore

EÍ"(*lä) :(r + å - alh)h-l Í@) dv - (r - ! - tlh)h-' I"^,f @) dy

-f@)+ å(' + + - nltlh-r Í"(*) l"^r_u@ - *)'da

- î(, - , - x lh,)h-t f" @) 1",.@ - ,)' du

+å(" +Lr-alh)h-L{/"(€o) -Í"(*)} [ @-r)r,]aJ BnG-r)

- î(, - + - alh)h-| {f" (€r) - f" (*)} I"^,(, - r), da

('-1)

lf"(r)-f"(v)l<r,

for some €o € Bnç-r¡ and €r €. Bn,. From this we obtain

b"(r) - hz sn(æ) * R,(æ,h)

where

R^(t,h): l0 + + - ælh){(h'z13)(Br2 - 3r * L) - ah(2r - 1) + *2}{f,,(e.) - /,,(r)}
- il, - L, - xlh){(h2 l3)(3r2 * 3r * r) - æh(2r+ 1) + *'}{f" (€r) - /"(')}.

Notice that

sup l(n2 þ)(Srt - B, + t)-xh(z' - 1) + *,1reGn,
: sup l(nz /S)(Sr, -9, + 1) - xh(2r - 1) + o2l

x€,Gn.

= 6h216,

soforxF--Gr,,

lR,(*,h)l < lrt sup V"@) - f"@)1.
lx-yl12h

Since f " i" continuous with compact support, f" is uniformly continuous so for
each e ) 0 there exists ó > 0 such that l, - Vl< ó implier l/,,(r) - f,,@\( e for
all æ,y € R. Taking 0 < h < 612 r,ve obtain for x in G,,,

,:äT, ,+r-tlh:":å1, r-l-afh :7
and

sup
lx-yl12h
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implying that h-21&,(*,,å)l * 0 for all ø. Thus, by the assumptions on / and
bounded convergence,

[ þ, - ¡'z snl : o(hz)'
J

Also,

lbnl - h2 lr" I

so it remains to prove l ls"l - (1/8) I lf"l Let [-C, C), C ) 0, contain the
support of / and define

zc:znl-Ch-t + å,Ch-t - ål : {r ez i Gn, çl-C,C)}. (5.6)

First, note that

t I C,C)^G,, lt"l < 2hsup l"f"l : o(f )
,Êzc

Secondly, l"f"l ir uniformly continuous on [-C,C) so for arbitrary € ) 0 and

suffi.ciently small h,

r,]ïf.o ll/"(')l - lf"@)ll < '
for all t,A €l-C,C). It follows that for r €,2c,

ll/"(t)l - sup lf"ll <, (5.7)sup
n€,Gn

:(713)

Gn.

for aJl sufficiently small h. Therefore

t
f'e¿¿C

Ð" /o^.ls'l <(1/6 , ,Ð.ä:f l/" t I,'lu'r'r^ l1 - B(ø - rh)2lh2ldû

,uo v" l lo
h/2

(L - 3æ2 lhz) du

=(1/8) I r"p V"lh
- 

Arezc vn'

s(1/8) t (lf"l + e) + o(h) (by (s.z))
rê,Zc

<11l8) lf"l+Ce/a+O(h).

Similarl¡ we can derive the lower bound (1/8) I lf"l - Cela - O(h) to give the

desired result. I
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Lemma 5.6. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.2 and úåe assum ptions that
h - 0 and nh --+ oo as r¿ -) oo,

lon - ("h)-it,l: o{(nh)-\¡

and

on - (nh)-l t, - 1(nh)-\ rt
Proof. Forø €Gn,,

o?.(*)=(r + | - alh)2n-t n-, I, t(ùda{t- l"^ (r )v ,r\
d'|

n(r- 1)

f @) dy - hf (x) + o(h)

('-1)

+ (, - | - xlh)2n-th-2 l"^.r(r) * {t - 1"..r(
+ 2{(r - * lh)2 - tl4}n-L o-, l" f @) dv f "^,Í{r) 

or.

)v

n(r-1)

By Taylor expansion and the smoothness assumptions on / we have

l"n(r- 1)

and

f @) du : hf (c) + o(h)

giving, after some algebra,

o,(æ) : (nh)- t tn(*, h) + o{çnq- I ¡

for all ø € R. Therefore, using the assumption ihat / has compact support, an¿
by bounded convergence, we obtain

lon - ("h)-L,tnl: o{(nQ-l,¡

and
, t r-lon N \nn) 2 t

Let z. have the same definition ascribed to it at (5.6). Then clearly

Ð tn<zhsup"få-o(1).
,Êzc t,c,c)nGî"
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Since .f * ir uniformly continuous on [-C, C) then, arguing as in the proof of
Lemma 5.5, lve obtain

sl--!¡(r+l)nI l_ t,S>, sup/ã I {l+zçr-rr)2lrf}*¿,fr. J c,, ,Q" Gn, J 1r-¡¡n

: Ð 1rp"f ån-r ,rn [u/'{(hl2), * æ2}i ¿,
reZc un' J O

: t l"p /å {l + z-tt2 sinh , t}t
rezc un,
s.!

-- ) supÍ2'yh
reZc un'

stÐ [^ Uî+)+o(h)
rÇZ¿ v vnr

=, I ftr +2c7e+o(h).

In the sa¡ne manner we may derive the lower bound j ï f t - 2C7e - O(h) to
provide us with

tn-1 ¡I
as required. I

Proof of Theorem 3.1.

We commence with the observation that

inf
à>0

EU"(h)j I min[ inf EU"(h)j, EU"(h)\1.
h)n- +,

inf
h1n- I,

Let h* : h*(n) be a sequence of bin-widths satisfying h* > n-l and

Eu"(h')j - EU"(h)\.inf
h2n.- l-

2

The condition â* ) n-å clearly implies that (nh.)-r : o(n-'/t). The latter
condition on å* implies that lim,"*oo h* : 0. To see this, let ¡t - h,t(n) be

another seguence satisfying ht - 0 and. ht 2 n-ï. Then

EU"(h')\ >Ev,(h.)Ìir + o(1))

> [ w¡,(.1å.) - /l{1 + o(1)}.-t
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By the .t1 consistency of the frequency polygon, E{Jn(/rt)} * 0, which implies
that /lEf"('lå.) - /l * 0. Lemma 5.1 asserts that å* + 0. For all intervals
s:(_c,c),c>0,

inf , E{Jn(h)} -EU"(å.)}h)n- t

>E lrv^e ä-) - /r
f

2 
J ,o"rÞ(b,/on) - cn-t (2C lh. + 2)

(by Lemma 5.4)

,- (1,".) t'(l,r"tl 1,"") - o{(nh.)-t}

,o, (l,o^)o' (1,r",)"' - o{(nh.)-,}

(by Lemma 5.2)

(by definition of A1)

EU"(h-)j - EU"(h)j.
,

f, Pr?

:A, {tØh\-, I,rr}^'' {r,t8xh,.), I1r,,,}"'
(by Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6)

:At Az B (f)n-z ls * o(n-2 /s ¡.
Letting C -r oo we obtain

tïgf "',' ìllrÃ'{J"(h)} 
> ALArBU)

Next, let h* be a sequence for which h* < n-\ atd,

{1 + o(1)}

(5.8)

inf
h1n-

\Me have

l',q*f n2/'EU.(å.)i 
= / ttq,S f. n2/5 Elf.(.1å.) - /l

(by Fatou's Lemma)

,+ I ti¡2.inrn2/' Elf,(.lh.) - E l,(.lh.)l (5.e)

by Jensen's inequality. Let t € Gnr, for some r e Z, and (Ç_1 ,7,) be a random
pair having a trinomial (n; pr-r¡fr) clistribution, where

f.Pr-t j
("-r)

ôÐ



Putting

we obtain

T : (r + å - alh)7,-1- (r - I - xlh)T,

,2/t nlf*(rlh*) - Ef ,(alh")l

- n-sls (h\-'nlr - Eg)l

> M P{lT - E(T)|2 Mh*n'/s¡
(M > 0 arbitrary, by Markov's inequatity)

1 - 2Mh*rz3l5 srp P(T - t)
t€R

c* L - P'-t

M

M
{
( L - 2Mh*n3/5

{np,-r(l-pr-t-p,)}
By the consistency of the histogram density estimator (see, e.g., Devroye and
Györfi (1985), Theorem 2.2, pp.7,8) p,_r,lh* - /(ø) and p,fh* -r /(ø) almost
everywhere. Therefore

h* n3 / 5 (7 - p,-) I {np,-t(I - pr-t - p,) } i - ¡ ç*¡- I (h*)I rt I to

2f @)-*"-3/2o

-o(1) (5.11)

for almost all ø such that /(c) > 0. Additionally,

h*nl/6 p(T,_t > n12) th*ns/5 p{1",_, - E(T,_r)l > ,.,( T _ pr_r)}
. h*P'-t(! - P'-t)
- n2/5(P7-t - Pr-t + tl4)
-4(h)2 r(x)n-zls

-o(1). (5.12)

From (5.11) and (5.12), the expression at (5.10) is asymptotic to M for almost all
o satisfyins f @) ) 0. since M is arbitrary, it follows from (5.g) that

lim inf inf . n2/5 EU"(h)j_ oo.
h<n- t

+ e (r.-, ' ;)]) <"ol

t¿+oo

This, combined with (5.8), implies (A.B).
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To verify the second inequality of the theorem tv\¡e appeal to Theorem õ.3

of Devroye and Györfi (1985, p.SS) r,vhich declares that for all densities f e f ,

Bff) > (2e 134)t/5 - As rvith the lower bound being attained by the isosceles

triangular density (with a generalised definition of B(/)). f
Proof of Theorem 3.2.

Let (-C,C) contain the support of / for some constant C > 0. Using the

bound derived in Lemma 5.4 we obtain

EU"(h)j - o"tþ(b"f o") 1 
"In-L(2C lh + 2) - o{(nh)-t}. (5.1s)

By Lemmas 2.2.!,5.5 and 5.6,

(5.14)

lf" l

* o{h2 + (n[-l¡,
leading to the bound

EU"(h)\ 3 Qlr)t 4nn¡-È ft + GlÐh2 {1 + o(1)}. (5.15)

s I W^ - h',nl + (zl¡r), I r" - (nh)-t¿,¡

: o{h2 + (nh)-i¡.

The asymptotic behaviour of. E{J"(h)}, given by (3.a), is a direct consequence of

(5.13) and (5.14).

Using the inequality at (5.1) we obtain

I r,n>-+t" (ry) =rrnt çnh)-, l,^ + n, I t,,t

:(2/r)14"n¡-È f L + GlÐh2

V,,I

The value of å which asymptotically minimises the right-hand side of (5.15) is

lf"D

'tL/5

f "-''' '
8t2( r\'

Therefore

1
2!

2 U )igfo 
ø {J"(h)} < 5{72 I çar¡¡z ls

Ðt

r V"I
7/5

n-2/s * o(n-z/s¡,



which immediately leads to (3.5). f
Proof of Theorern 3.3.

Taking h: hu - y2n-t¡s in (3.a) rve obtain

dæn-2/s * o(n-2/s¡

where the intervall-C,C), C ) 0, contains the support of /. It therefore suffices

to show that

E{J,(h,)} : u-1 l,o."t,(r)rþ (*#)

t,. t"(r)rþ d,n: o(x,u)rþ
1

)l<c
dy dæ + o(1).

(5.16)

Define rnr: (, - T)h", r € Z, the frequency polygon bin edges, and let

Zc : Z nl-Ch;' + T,Ch;t - ål : {r e Z i Gn, ç [-C,C)].

Proceeding as in the proof of Theorern 2.!, the left-hand side of (5.16) equals

t lZ{(, - r,,,) / hu}' - 2(, - rn,)/ hu+ rlâ¡1ø¡å
rCZc

xtþ

reZc
_ Ðt" (2y' - za + I)\ f(rn, * t,ù*

u5lr2y2 -r2y -t Í" Tn, * hu

2.tu5 t2 x.- rn,)f hu * t'Ìlf hu-! ,,(*
2a[2{(a - rn,) I hu}" - 2(" - r,,) lh, I !] r@) )

du * o(t)

xtþ
24(2y2 - 2a + t)t fQ^, + h,a)

dy + o(t)
¡1

Ð n" I Qr' - 2a + ql ¡çr^,¡l
reZc J o

, ç (t!!?a' - tza - \)r" ?".ùl) ,, * o(h,)
24(2Y2 -2Y+t)if(r,,)+, / -" ' -\-@/

(by Lemma2.2.L and since l/"1 and fl ut" Lipschitz continuous)

)
)

1

(2v'-2u+Ð,f@),
I

lt,u I2v,-72y-71r"@)xrþ dy tlr * o(1),(2v' -2a +r) f(r)
with the last inequality holcling since,få u.td f" are absolutely continuous. The

last written expression equals the right-hand side of (5.16) as required. I
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Chapter Four

MINIMISATION OF L1 DISTANCE IN KERNEL
ESTIMATION OF DENSITY FUNCTIONALS

4.1 Introduction
The kernel method of density estimation has been adapted. to allow nonpara-

metric estimation of a selection of related functions. In this chapter we analyse
the -Dr corl.vergence properties of kernel-based estimation for regression functions,
density modes and density derivatives.

Section 3 discusses the random design kernel regression function estimator;
the fixed design case is treated in Section 3. In Section 4 we investigate the
convergence properties of mean absolute error of kernel mode estimators. Section
5 briefly discusses the Z1 convergence of kernel density derivative estimation. All
proofs are given in Section 6.

4.2 LL Theory of the Kernel Regression Function Estimator (Random
Design)

Let (X1 ,Yt), (Xz,Yz), .. . be a sequence of independent, ideniically distributed
random pairs. We shall consider the problem of estimating the regression function

,(x): E(YIX - x).

The kernel regression function estimator, first proposed by Nadaraya (1g6a) and
\Matson (1964) and based on the sample (Xt,yr), . . . ,(Xn,yn), may be wriiten

r"(xlh) - a"(rlh) I f"@lh)

where f.(rlh) is the kernel density estimator,

Í"@lh) - (nh)-L |n1ç, - x¿)lhj,
n

d=1

n

d=1
a,(alh) - (nh)-L I rnn1l x - x¿) / hI

and
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The kernel /í is assumed to be a symmetric probability densit¡r function through-
out this section. The extension to higher-order kernels is straightforward. The
window-sizehis taken to be a sequence constrained to lie in some set ff,, g R+.

Our theory for the.t1 loss incurred by ",.(.liz) will be confined to the problem
of estimating r over compact intervals having non-empty interior and on which
the marginal density ,f is bounded away from zero. Throughout our discussion we

shall lei ,5 denote an interval in R having these properties but which is otherwise
arbitrary. Notice that r is always well-defined on .9 since the possibitity of r
having a zeto denominator has, for sufficiently large samples, been eliminated by
the above condiiion on "f. The corresponding .L1 loss for this problem is

J^(h): IV^(.lh)-rl.JS

The asymptotic minimisation of this quantity, however, is thwarted by the random
denominator of the estimator r,,('lä) which takes the form of the marginal density

estimator f"(.lh). If .I( has compact support, as is required for many of the
technical results of this section, then for all large n and small h there is a positive
chance that /'('lh) = 0 over some set of positive measure in ,9. This means

thal E{J^(å)} will be infinite. To overcome this we shall instead consider the
minimisation of E{i"(h)} where

-fJ"(h) : 
J rlr"(.lh) - rV"(.lDf-, .

The modifi.ed loss ,i"çn¡ can be thought of as an asymptotic version of, J,(h) since,

under certain regularity conditions,

i"(h)-J^(h)+o(1) (2.1)

almost surely as r¿ -) oo, uniformly in h e Hn. An outline of the proof of this
statement is given in Section 6. We shall preface the statement of the first main
result of this section with some notation. Define the,functions ø, ó, s and ø by

a=rf, b= (*rl2)(""f - of")Í-2,
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Chapter Five

NONPARAMETRIC DISCRIMINATION OF CATEGORICAL
DATA USING DENSITY DIFFERENCES

5.1 fntroduction
Consider the problem of discriminating between two populations fI* and IIy

having discrete probability functions / and g respectively. Let p be the prior
probability that an unclassified. observation z is from II¡ and. Iet Z d.enote the set
of all possible values of z. A discrimination rule for this problem is a partition
{Z*,Zr} of. Z for which z is assigned to flx if z €. Z* and, is assigned to II, if
z € Zv' The probability of misclassification, or error rate, of this discrimination
rule is

EEj(zx,z,) :p I rra+ (1 _ ù | øQ)z€.Zv ze Zx
-P- D "Q)ze.Zx

where e = pf - (1 - p)g. The function e is referred to as the d,ensity d,ifference.
The ideal discrimination rule is therefore {zï,2ï,} where zï = {z: e(z) > 0}
and Zi = {z : e(z) < 0}. The function e is of fundamental importance to the
discrimination problem. When e is unknown, the usual nonparametric approach is
to obtain estimates i(.lhx) and, þ(.lh*) of r and g respectivelg based on training
samples from each population. Here å* and. h, aresmoothing parameters with å*
chosen to minimise the distance between i(.ln-) and / and å" chosen to minimise
the distance between g('lh") and g. The resulting discrimination rule is that which
classifies z as coming from IIx if and only if

ê(zlhy,h,) = pi(zlh*) - (1 - p)s(zlh,) > 0. (1.1)

Condition (1.1) is, of course, equivalent to the more familiar likelihood ratio cri-
terion

îeln*)/aeþò>(1 - p)lp.
In this chapter lve propose the following alternative approach to choosing å,

and å'. select the smoothing parameter pair (å* ,hr) to minimise the distance
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between ê('lh*, å") and e. Notice that, under this scheme, attention is focussed
on the estimation of a discrimination rule, rather than on probability functions,
and data in training samples from both populations are used. in the selection of the
smoothing parameters. trVe measure distance betrveen ê(.lh*,å") an¿ e with the
't2 metric, giving rise to va¡iants of least-squares cross-validation for the selection
of (å*,ht).JustiÍìcation of these selection rules is provided by asymptotic results
similar to those discussed by Bowrnan, Hall and ritterington (1gg4).

Section 2 deals with density difference estimation for binary data, and Section
3 discusses the same approach to unstructured multinomial data. Examples of each
are given in Section 4. A proof of an asymptotic optimality result in the case of
binary data is presented in Section 4.

5.2 Nonpararnetric Discrimination of Binary Data
We begin our analysis of the estimation of density differences for discrimina-

tion by considering the nonparametric classification of binary data. The sample
space for such data is B : {0,1}d where d > t. A data vectorfrom this space would
often represent the answers to a set of d questions (0:,,no,', 1:,,yes,,). According
to the notation introduced in Section 1, for each z e B, f(z) is the probability
that an observation z from population Ir* assumes the value of, z; g(z) is the cor-
responding probability for population flr. The functions / and g ate assumed to
be non-identical. For a d-vector a = (a1r... ra¿)we define lol : DÍ=, a¿. Based
on training samples I : {X¿,...rX*} and } _ {yl ,...,yn} the kernel density
estimates used in this setting are

m
f^(zlh*¡ :l¡7-r Ðn|-*'l(t - n"¡d-lz-xrl

i=l
and

s,(zlh") : n-L D nV-"| (t - t,,)o-\,-Yt
d=1

(see Aitchison and Aiüken (1976)). The smoothing parameters for these estimators
are the window-sizes h2ç and' åv. The classical relative frequency estimators are
achieved when the window-sizes a.re equal to zero. Our estimator for the clensity
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and

difference e : pf - (1 -p)g is

e^,(zlh*,h"): pÍ*(zlå") - (I - p)g"(zlh,).

The quality of the discrimination rule based on e^n(.lh*,h") can be assessed. in
terms of its distance from the function e according to some globat loss criterion.
The loss with which we shall work is summed mean squared. emor given by

Q ^nçh*, hr) : D n{", ^Qlh*, h") - "(t)}, .

zeB

Alternative distance measures are those based on Kullback-Leibler distance and
absolute error, however they will not be considered here since the asymptotic
theory for each of these criteria is not so well understood as ii is for squared emor.

It is of interest to derive the optimal choice of (å*, å") when aiming to asymp_
totically minimise Q^n(h*, hr). Define, for 1 ( j < d, and. z € B,

f¡(,): f f@)
x;lx- zl: j

g¡(z) = t g@)
xzlx-zl= j

Standard asymptotic theory leads to the following asymptotic expressions for bias
and variance:

E f^(zlh*) - f (") - {å (r) - df(z)}h* + o&r),,

Es"(zlh,) - g(z): {ste) - ds(z)}h, + O(hT),
Yat{f*(zlh*)} -rn-r rQ)0 - rQ)} - 2h*m-rld,f (z){r - Í(")} + f (òÍte)l

+ O(m-r h*¡
and

Yar{s"(zlh")} :n-r s("){t - g(r)} - 2hyn-r[d,s(z){t _ g(")} + g(r)gt(r)]

+ O(n-r n).
Observing that
E {e^"(zlh*, h") - "(")}t : p2yar{f^elh*)} + (1 _ p)2yar{s,elh")}

+ lp{EÍ*("lh*) - fQ)} - (1 - p){Es,(zlh,) - s(r)}12,
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as

it is clear that the summed mean squared error of e*r(.lh*,hr) can be expressed

Q **(h *, h,) : p2 m-t I ((¡rrl {t - f(')} - 2h*ldf(z){r - r e)} + fe) rre)l)
zQB

+ (1 - p)'n-'| {o{r){ t - s(r)} - 2h"lds(z){t - g(z)} + s(r)g{r)))
zeB

+Dlph.{fr(') - af e)} - (1 - p)h,{g{z) - dg(ò}1,
zeB

* o(m-rhz* ¡ v-tn" + n3* + hÐ.

Ignoring the remainder term and then minimising Q*n(h*,år) with respect to
(h*,h") we find that the optimal window-sizes h*,or, and, å",oo, satisfy

h*,oo, - hx,oo, = (T**T*" - Ttrà-tçTr"S*m-t + pT*"Srn-r) (2.1)

and

h",or, - ir,or, = (T**Tr, - Ttr)-LçT**Srn-t + p-rT*rS*m-t) (2.2)

provided T**Tr, - Ttr, f 0, where p : (1 - p)/p;

Txx: Ðfn _ d,r)r, T,, - D(n, _ ds)r,

Txy:Ðfn -dÐ(gr- dg),

,s* - d+D(U'-d,f)f, ,9" -a+!(ør -dg)g.
It is interesting to note that it is possible for either ir*,.o, o, ñ,r,oo, to assume

a negative value. If, for example, we take d,:2, /(0,0): g(1,0):0.1, /(O,f¡ _
9(1, 1) --0.2,, /(1,0): e(0,0):0.9 and /(1,1):s(0,1):0.4 then

hx,op, : (45192)(5*-t - Spr-t) and ñv,oo, : e6ll2)(5,r-t - Bp-Lm-t¡.

If, \pn 1 3m then ñ*,"", ( 0 while \pm 1Bn implies that ñ",o", ( 0. Such

possibilities do not exist when smoothing parameters are chosen separately for
each population, however it must be remembered that (år, h") is being chosen

for the estimation of the difference between two densities and not the individuaJ
densities themselves.
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'when choosing (h*,hr) in practice the "optimal" formulae given at (2.1) and
(2.2) cannot be applied since they depend. on the unknown probabilities / and g.

Note however that minimisation of Q^.(h*, å") is equivalent to minimisation of

S *n(h *, hr) :Q ^n(h*, h") - D "Q),zeB
: t E{e^^(zlh*, hr),} - 2 t E{e*^(zlhl¡, h,)}e(z).ze6 ze9

An unbiased estimator of the right-hand side is

S^n(h*, h") :D "^,rrlh*, hr),

o
rn

i:1
*-, D Í*,r(x ¿lå* ) + (t - p), n-, \, s,,,{vnlt ,)

T¿

i=1

- p(r - r){*-'f,g^6,1h,) +,-'å/,(",10,.)}]
where

Ðn|-"'tg - ¡r!-1"-¡rl)
i+i

and

gn,;(zlh") : (" - 1)-t Dn!-"tlç - n{-l'-Yil¡
i*i

are the "leaving-one-out" estimators for / and g respectively. The selection of
(h*, h") ca¡r be accomplished by choosing (h*,îrr), the wind.ow-size pair at which
S*n(h*, h") is minimised.. This wind.ow-size selection rule is a version of least-
squares cross-validation, first proposed in different settings by Rudemo (1g82) and
Bowman (1984). Brown and Rundell (1985) have also proposed. a version of this
technique for the classification of categorical data.

A desirable property of any window-size selection rule is that it be asymptot-
ically optimal in some sense. This means that the window-sizes chosen by the rule
should be asymptoiically equivalent to the optimal window-sizes with respect to
a particula,r measure of loss. The following result ensures that this is indeed the
case for the rule proposed in the previous paragraph.

Tlreorem 2.L, Let(Îr*,ñÐ and(h*,,or,h",orr) denotethewindow-sizepairswhich
minimise S^n(h*, h*) and Q^n(h* , hr) respectively. If, for some positive constant

f*¡(z h*) : (- - 1)-t
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€, *ln -+ { as rn,n -> co úåen

îr* ¡h*,"r, - 7 and hyfhy,"or+! (2.3)

in probability as rn)n + æ.

Our proposed prescription for discrimination is now complete. Assign an

incoming observation Z lo population IIx if e*r(Zlh*,hr) > 0 and to population

IIy if e*n(Zllr*, Â"¡ < 0.

A simpler alternative to the above proposal is to estimate the density dif-

ference using only one window-size h and, take Â, the minimiser of S*n(h,h),
as our data-based choice. This procedure will also produce asymptotically opti-

mal window-sizes in the sense that î¿lh"pt -) 1 in probability as rn)n + oo and,

mf n -> € > 0 where hoo, is the window-size that minimises Q-^(h, h) and satisfies

ho,, - h"o, :l*-t{¿ + Ð ¡tn - d.f)} + r-t pr{d + t g(gt - aù}l

' tt{(/' - dÍ) - p(h - ds)}'l-'
In this case we classify the new observation Z as coming from population II* or

II" according as

e^,(Zlît,,¿)>Oor (0.

5.3 Nonparametric Discrimination of Unstructured Multinomial Data
In this section the data are assumed to come from a set of c unordered cells

which we label 1, .. . , c. Such daia will be called unstructured c-nomial data. For

example, a data set which records the eye colour of a group of individuals may be

interpreted as a sample from the four cells (1) blue, (2) brown, (3) grey and (4)

green. If we do not take account of any natural ordering of these cells then the data

can be taken as unstructured 4-nomial. Given that we again have two populations

II* and fly and two training samples X : {Xt,...,X*} and } - {fi,...,Yn}
of unstructured c-nomial data we shall define f (i) and 9(i) to be the probability

attaclred to cell i for populations fI¡ and IIy respectively. Also, we let M¡ and

,Â/¡ denote the numbers of observations in cell i from .l and ) respectively.
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Appropriate density estimates for this model are

f ̂ (ilh*) : rn-L {M;(l - h*) * (" - 1)-t(- - M;)h*}

and

g"(ilh"): n-t {^4(1 - h") * (" - 1)-t(" - Jrt¿)h"}

for 1 ( i ( c (see Aitchison a¡rd Aitken (1976)).

Our goal is to minimise the mean summed squared error of the density differ-

ence estimatot e^,(.lh*,h") : pf *(lä*) - (I - p)g.(.1å.") given by

Q *n(h *, hr) = D "{"*,(ilh*, 
hr) - "(i)}t,

c

d=1

where e : pf - (1 - p)g. Straightforward calculations lead to

Q^n(h*,h"):p2m-tit - 2c(c- 1)-tå*t f ff r - fl
+ (1 - p)'n-'{1 - 2c(c- 1)-t/r*} I gG - g)

* (" - t)-' I{pQ - cf)h* - (1 - pX1 - cg)h,}z

* o(m-rh'* * "-'hT).
From this it may be shown that the optimal window-sizes h*,oo, and hr,oo, are

such that

hx,op¡ - h*,oo,=(T**7"" -T'*")-LçT""S**-' + pT*"Srn-r),

h",oo, - hr,oo, = (T**7"" - Ttr)-r çT* *Srn-' + p-'T*"5*m-L),

where p:(l-p)lpand

Txx :("-1)-'Ifr - "l)2, Tvy :("-t)-,Ðft - ce)z,

Txv : (" - r)-'ffr - c/)(1 - ce),

Sx: c(c- 1)-tt fQ-Ð, Sv:c(c-1)-tt g(t-g).
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It is easily verified that an unbiased estimator of ,S-,.(h,¡,h") = Q*.(h*,hr) -
!e2 is

S^n(h*, hr) : D "*^(.lh*, h")2

-,(#Ðl*,,r¡ - 1) {' - *}] . p'(" -1)-'å*

+

so a practical procedure for choosing (h*,h") is to set it equal to (ä*,Â"¡, th"
window-sizepair at which S*n(h*,h,") is minimised. This minimisation probiem

has the exact solution

h*: (û**'î'"" -Ìtr)-t{,î'r,S*(m- t)-t + p,î,*"3,(n- 1)-t},

ñr: (î**î", -îtr)-t{î**3r@- 1)-t * p-tî*r?*(*- 1)-t}

where

f*,* -') {' - *}] . G - p)'("- 1)-'å"n(n - 7) ti=1

r-p)2

- p(1 - e) {--' f unn.(i h")+ n-l fnrnr*t r,.,})

c cÌ**: (" - 1)-'Df t -m-|M;c)z, î,,: ("-Ð-' Ift -n-tM¡c)2,
i=1 d:1

c

î*, : (" - r)-r If t - m-L M¿c)(1 - n-rAl'¿c),
i=1

cc
3* : c(c-t)-rm-l t ¡vl;(L-*-tM), 3" : c(c-l)-trr-t I.¡qf t -n-'N¿).

i=l ¡'=1

By the weak law of large numbers, M¿lm - f Q) in probability, and N¡|, - g(i)
in probability, for each 1 1 i 1 c. Therefore, as each sample increases in size

we have î** - T**, îr, - Tr",, f*" - T*r, 3* -* ,9* and ,9" -* ^9r, each

convergence being in probability. This immediately entails

îr* ¡h*,.o, - ! and ñ" ¡h","o, - 1

in probability as Tm,n -, oo, provided mf n + { for some constant € > 0. Thus,

(k*,îrò is an asymptotically optimal window-size selection rule in the context of

minimising mean summed squared error.
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The theory fbr the estimator e^n(.|å) - that is, the estimator for e with
hx : hv : h - carl be developed in the same lvay.

5.4 Example

Data from Anderson et al (1972) consist of two training samples of ten-

dimensional binary data. The first training sample represents the presence or
absence of ten ocular symptoms of forty patients known to have the diseas e ker-

atoconjunctiuitis sicca (I{CS). This constitutes the ,T sample with rn : 40. The

) sample is the corresponding symptom data for thirty-seven non-I(CS (rz - 37).

\Me assume that p - ,. A rule for classifying an incoming patient as a I(CS victim
based on his/her symptom vector z is to observe the sign of

eas,s7 (21fr,*,h") : I foo(tlh*) - Torrelîr*¡,

where (h*,h") is the window-size pair which minimises ino,tr(h*,h"). The dis-

crimination rule based on "smoothing" the data has an advantage over that based

on the classical cell proportion estimators which often lead to zero estimates of the

probabilities /(z) and g(z), due to the sparsity of the data (there are 1024 points

in the sample space in this example). Zero cell counts in the training samples will
often lead to an indeterminant classification rule when smoothing is not applied.

Table 4.1 lists the values of (Â",Â"; obtuined by minimisation of ino,sr(h*,hr).
'We have also tabulated the window-sizes obtained if least-squares cross-validation

(see Brown ancl Rundell (1985)) and likelihood cross-validation (see Aitchison and

Aitken (1976)) are applied to each training sample separately. There is a consid-

erable difference betr,veen the window-sizes for each method.

To give an indication of the efrcacy of the classification rules we omitted
each patient in turn from the training samples and used the reduced sample to
select (h*,h") and estimate e: if -ig The omitted patient was then reclassi-

fied according to the resulting discrimination rule. Tab\e 4.2lists the number of
misclassifications for each of the three methods mentioned above. It is seen that
for this data set the density difference approach outperforms the analogous ap-

proach based on estimating the densities individually. These two rules are slightly
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Table 4.1: \Mindow-sizes selected by the KCS data.

Method h* h,
i) 0.2161 0.0\24
.lt 0.1950 0.0083

0.1õ70 0.0400

Table 4.2: Number of misclassifications when patients are sequentially
omitted from the KCS data.

Method .t misclass. ) misclass.
I 4 2

(ii ) 4 3
iii) 4 1

Methods are (i) minimisation of ,9as,37(lr x,hv), (ü) least squates cross validation applied to .t and
J individually and (iii) likelihood cross-validation appliedto X and ) individually.



bettered by the rule formed by using tikelihood cross-validation to estimate the
individual densities.

5.5 Proof of Theorem 2.1_

our initial aim is to find an asymptotic expansion for s-,r(åx,hv), which
may be written as

S*n(h*,h,) :p2 D f^þln*), * (t - p), \ o,eln,¡z
z€.8 ze0

- 2p(1- p) t f*Qlh*)g,Qlh,)
z€.8
fn rù

- 2p2r¡1-L Ð f*,¡(x¿lh*) - 2(r - p)tr-rl, o^,rçv¡t "¡i=l i=l
tlm

+ 2p(t - p)n-'l n{nlh*) + 2p(t - p)*-,lø,61h,).
i=l d=l

(5.1)
\Me shall treat each summation in this expression separately. For each z € 6 and
Osi(ddefine 

m
M¡("): t rk - x,l: j)

i=1
and

rù

N¡(r): t Ik -yl = ù.
i=1

Note that M¡(r) represents the number of observations in the sample .t which
are exactly j units alvay from a, where distance is measured in terms of | . l, and
N¡(r) is the same quantity for I. The following asymptotic expansion exists for
f *(zlh*)z

f^Qlh*) : m-t Mo(r) + m-Lh*{Mr(r) - dMo(t)}

*m-'I^, {(ÐMoe) - @-t)Mt(z)+ M,Ø} ¡ or(m-|h2*).
(5.2)

Therefore

f*("lh*)' : *-2tu\'oQ) +2m-2h*Mo(z){tvtt(r) - dMo(z)}

+ 2m-2 h2*Mo(,) 
{ (Ð Moe) - @ - r)M,(") + M,Ø}

+ m-2h2*{Mt(z) - dMs(z)}2 + oo(m-rntr)
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Similar expansions exist fot gn(zlå") and o"Qlhr¡2. ìvluttiplying the expansions

for f*(zlh*) and g"(rlh") we obtain

f*Qlh*)s"Qlh,) : (mn)-t Mo(z)Afo(z) + (mn)-Lh"Ms("){N{z) - d,Ns(z)}

* (rnn)-l hz"Mo(z) {(Ð Noe) - @ - t)Nt(z) * N,Ø}

--t Ð f*,;(x¿lh*): {*(* - 1)}-tD In*r^(i,i) + oo(m-rh2*)
l:I

where

L(i,i):I(x¿: x¡) + hx{I(lx¿ - x¡l : 1) - dl(xi: x¡)}
*n} {(Ðrr*,-xi)-@-l)r¡xc -x¡l :1)+r6x, -x¡l :r)} .

Observing that

L,Dn*,l(xö - x¡) -\M!(z) - m,
z€B

ÐD*,l(lxn - x ¡l- 1) : 
Ðu*,r"rM,('),

I Dn*, r(lx¿ - xil: z) :DuuMs(z)M2(z),

We also have

,f¿

we derive

tfl

d=l

r (mn)-Lus(,)h'* {(Ð Moe) - kr - t)Mr(") + M,A)}
* (mn)-Lh*h,{Mt(z) - dMs(z)}{^/r(r) - dNlo(")}

* oo{(mn)-'h'* * (mn)-Th2, + (mn)-'h*hr}.

* (mn)-Lh*Als(z){M,.(") - aMoQ)}

zeB

z€,8

*-'D f^,r(x¿lh*) : {*(* - 1)}-' D u\frl - (m - 1)-t

* {m(m - 1)}-' h.Ð MoQ){Mr(") - d,Ms(z)} * (* - \)-thxd

* {m(rn - t)}-,h,*Ð,r,r,, {(Ð Moe) - @ - r)Mt(") + M,Ø}

- *.(Ð@ -r)-' + oo(m-th2*).
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The asympiotic expansion for n-l DL, gn¡(Y¿låy) is found in the same way. on
account of (5.2) rve have

nn

"-tD f,.(ylh*) : (*r)-rluoØ)
i= 1 ,rr=,

* (mn)-t'*D{M{Y) - d,Mo(Y¡)}

* (mn)-LE.D{(Ð Mo(y¿) - (d - t)Mt(y) * ,,cra}
+ or(m-rh2*)

: (mn)-L 
Ð"rrr"rMo(r) 

* (mn)-L DNre){Mt(") - d,Mo(z)}

* (mn)-,0,.DN,,,, 
{ (Í) Moe) - @ - t)M,(z) + u,Ø}

+ or(m-rh!).
Analogous working applies to m-r DL, g,(X¡lår). Substitution of these expan-

sions into (5.1) gives, a,fter some algebra,

s*n(h*, h") : ffi Ð,'4r"> 
_ rt =^fr\g iÐ Du..' r">t -/ z€B '- \'- -,/ zeg

2n2+++rn- L
+ 2p(r - p)(*")-t \ /vto(z)A[o(z)

2(r - p)t
n-L

z€B

i:1

zCB

d+ t Mo(')
rr7

zê,8

Mr(r) _ d,Mo(z)
rn ffI )l

] IMQ)Jt " -

EB

d+t n

+ pth'*D
zeB

Mr(r) _ dMo(z) c

+ (1 - p)'h?Ðrn {
2

* oo(m-r h* * n-t h, + h'* + n2, + n*n"¡.
Ignoring the remainder term and setting0/0h*S*n(h*, å") and alahrs*^(h*,hr)
to zero gives

hx- T""S* m-l -1 + pû*rs, n-l

- 2p(I - p)h*h" D _ dMo(z)
nI

Tr" - Ttr,

zeB

-1
xx

(5.3)

(5.4)î. ^.!ré"@- 1)-t * p-tî*,s*(^- 1)-tllyæ- T**7", - 71"

and
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where

T* t Mr(") d.þ10(z\)
rnrnJ TY t Nr(") dNoQ)

c ,
x- Y_

zeB n n

f*":f Mt(r) _ dMo(z) Afr(r) _ dMo(z)
rn X

zeB

nz€

3* : d+ Ð Mo(r) M{z) _ dMo(z)
ze rn rn rn

3':d+t No(") Nr(') _ dNo(z)
n

n'¿

{B

B n

)

zeB n n

By the weak law of large numbers we have as trù)n + æ, Ms(z)l* - f ("),
No(t) - g(z), M1(z)lm - frQ) and, Al1(z)ln - gr(r) rvhere each convergence
is in probability. As a consequen"., î** -> Txx, i"" + Tvv, î*" _ T*,
3r -,9¡ and' 3" * ^9v, inprobabiliiy as rn,r¿ -) oo and,mfn+ { > 0. These
results, when combined with the expressions at (2.1), (2.2), (5.8) and (5.4), imply
(2.3) as required. I
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Chapter Six

NONPARAMETRIC DISCRIMINATION OF
CONTINUOUS DATA USING DENSITY DIFFERENCES

6.1 Introduction
The density difference approach to discrimination int¡oduced in the previous

chapter is applied to the discrimination of continuous data in this chapter. Once

again \¡¡e see that selection of the smoothing parameter pair (h*, h") can effectively

be performed via a version of least-squares cross-validation. Asymptotic optimality
of this selection rule is provided by a result similar to that of Stone (1984).

The kernel-based development of density difference estimation for continuous

data is the topic of Section 2, culminating in a completely automatic prescription

for discrimination between continuous populations II¡ and flr. In Section 3, the

effi.cacy of our method is exemplified by some applications to simulated and real

data sets. Section 4 contains the proof of asymptotic optimality of the smoothing

parameter selection criterion.

6.2 Nonparametric Discrimination of Continuous Data
Givenindependenttrainingsamples X: {Xt,...,X^} andy = {yl ,...,Yn}

of continuous d-variate data, having distinct densities "f uttd g respectivel¡ the

usual kernel density estimators have the form

f*(zln*¡: r'¡t-rÐ*u*(* - X;)
m

d=l

1¿

d=1

and

s*(zlh*) : n-r D *u"(, - Y;),

where Kn(r) : u;r K(rlh) and K is a symmetric d-variate kernel function which

is assumed to integrate to unity. In general, we shall take the window-size h =
(år,. . .,h¿) to be a vector in R{ and d.efine r)h - l!=, h¡ to be its volume. For

any vectot a : (rrr...,r d) we define æfh to be (ø1 lhr,...ru¿lh¿) and lcl :
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(r?,...,r7)\. The estimator for the density difference e: pf - (1 -p)g is the

function 
e^n(zlh*,hr) : pf *(zlh*)- (1 - p)e ^þlnr¡,

which again requires the selection of the window-size pair (h¡,åy) for effective

implementation. The appropriate squared-error loss criterion for continuous data

is one based on integrated mean squared error, ot L2loss, given by

IM^n(h*,h"): {"^n(lh*,h") - "}2.

The integrated mean squa,red error of e*"(.lh* rh") is therefore E{M^n(h*, h")},
The optimal window-size pair associated with the minimisation of the asymp-

totic representation of. E{M*n(h*,h")} is easily obtainable in the important spe-

cial case where it is assumed that the components of the vectors h¡ and hy are

identical so that the window-size pair (ä*, h") involves only the two scalar param-

eters /r¡ and hv. In particular, if K is a bounded, square-integrable probability

density which is symmetric in each variable and is such that

ttt 2 22, trçz¡ dz 1 æ

isindependentof i e {1,...,d}; if / and g arcsuchthat eachof theirsecond-order

derivatives are bounded, continuous and square-integrable; and if mf n -, € > 0

aß n7)r, -r, oor then it may be established by standard asymptotic arguments that

the optimal window-size pair (h*,oo,, /¿","",) satisfies

( h*, "o,, h v,"or) - (c * m-r / (d+4), cv n-l / (d+t) 
¡ (2.1)

Here cr and c" are the positive solutions of the equations

rc2, I I )"2*P2
(v'Ð'-c?p(t-p) (v'f)(v'g) _ dc_G+z) orrp, (2.2)

a¡rd

n! I I = d,€"î(d+') ^7Q - p)2,

(2.3)
"?(t - ù2 (Y'g)'-cz*p(L-p)
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where *Z: I K2 and Vza:D!:r@'10æ!)a(a) for a d-va¡iate function ø. The

optimal rate of convergence of E{M*n(h*,å")} to zero is g*n-n/(atd) where

C* -*|{Pz "-d E-a/(d¡a) * Q - ù'";o}
+ (nl l +¡ | {or-'''¡n) c2*v' I - Q - p)' "îv' g}'.

In practice the formulae at (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) are difficult to use to select a

window-size pair since estimators of certain fi¡nctionals of the unknown densities,

namely V2l and V2g, are required. Fortunately, the ideas used to motivate the

window-size selection rules proposed in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 a¡e easily extended

to the case of continuous data. The mean of M*n(h*,hr) - I "'is estimated

without bias by
r

J "*"(.lh*,, h,)2 - z{m(m - r)}-t p'I Io*, Kn*(X; - X¡)

- 2{n(n - 1)}-t(1 - ù'DÐ,*,K;"(Y; - Y¡)

+ 2p(L - p)n-'| t^{Ulh*) + 2p(L - p)*-'\ 0"6;lh").
n

i=l

m

d:1

A slight modification leads to the estimator

^1s*n(h*,hr) = J "*"(.lh*,h")' - 2*-2p2I r,*, Kn*(x¡ - x¡)

- 2n-2(t - p)'ÐÐn*,uu,(Y¿ -Y¡)

+2p(r - p)n-'\t^tUlh*) +zp(L - p)*-'\t,(x;lh,),n

i=1

m

i=1

so it is proposed that the window-si ze pat be selected from Rl " R{ to minimise

S*n(h*,h"). This method is a variant of least-squares cross-va^lidation. The

window-size pair selected by ihis rule will be denoted bV (¡¿* ,îrò. \Me classify

an incoming observation Z as coming from nx if e^n(Zlk*,hò >- 0 and from

fly otherwise. Once again we may show that this selection rule is asymptotically

optimal if certain mild restrictions are imposed on f , g and K. In this context we

say that (k*,,îr") is asymptotically optimal with respect lo M*n if,

lim l, -=. . ,- Y!'\i*'!.ò. = I - t
m,.+oo linf{M-, (h*,,h") i (h*,hr) eRFTTI : 1 (2'4)

a^lmost surely. Theorem 2.1 provides conditions under which (2.4) is true.
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Theorem 2.L. ff the kernel K is symmetric, compactly supporúed a,ncl Hölder
conúinuou s; if the densiúies Í *rd g and their one-djmension aJ matgina.ls are

bounded; and if the sample sizes m and n satisfy mf n - € f"t some € > 0 rs
m and n diverge to infrnity; then (h*,hò is asymptoticalty optinal with respect

to M^n.

This result is analogous to the result of Stone (1984) for density estimation.
The remarkable feature of such a result is its absence of smooth¡ress restrictions on

"f und g. lVe therefore have a window-size seiection rule which performs optimally
for large samples rega,rdless of the smoothness of the underlying densities.

The curve estimate for e can also be formed by using only one window-size

vector å instead of the pair (ä,, ,hr). In this car¡e our estimator is

e*n(zlh, h) - pf*(zlh) - (1 - p)g"Qlh) (2.3)

and ä can be chosen to minimise S*n(h,â). In this case it would be advantageous

to standardise each data set for scale before applying the rule. The optimality
result analogous to that presented in Theorem 2.1 holds for this selection rule as

well.

6.3 Examples and Discussion

We shall illustrate the efficacy of the density difference discrimination rule

described in the previous section by applying it to some example data sets. The

first problem lrye consider is that of discriminating between the standard Cauchy

and standard normal normal distributions. In Subsection 1 simulated data are

used to assess the performance of the density difference discrimination rule, and

comparisons with the discrimination rule based on estimating the densities indi-

vidually are made. The application of each of these rules to a set of real data is

discussed in Subsection 2.

6.3.I Discriminøtíon Between Cøuchy ønd Norrnal Distributions.

Consider the problem where an incoming observation Z is either from a pop-

ulation fI* having the standard Cauchy distribution fQ) - o-t(l * z2)-r or a
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population fI' having the stand,a¡d normal distributios g(z) - (2tr)-i e-,'/2. The

prior probabilities of Z comingfrom each population a,re assumed to be equal. 'We

are therefore interested in estimating ": (f - g)12.

For this discrimination problem the ideal discrimination rule is to classify Z

as coming from II" if and only if Z e Rr, where

Rv : {z : e(z) < 0} - (-1.85, 1.85)

The best obtainable error rate is therefore
ER* :åP(Z É (-t.85,7.85)lz ç rr*) + +p(Z € (-1.85, t.85)lz E rr")

:+ (l-:"./;) o-'(1 + zz)-L d,z + ! I','u uon-t"-"lz o,

+37.44%.

We applied the two discrimination rules to twenty-five training samples of sim-

ulated data. The sample sizes $¡ere rn : n : 100. The first rule, which we

shall label Rule 1, was based on choosing (ä*,12") jointly to estimate the density

difference. The second rule, based on choosing ä¡ and hy to estimate the densi-

ties separately, will be called Rule 2. The Gaussian kerne| I{(z): (2r)-4"-""¡z
was used throughout since it admits an explicit formula for the cross-validatory

score functions. Rule 1 involved locating the window-size pair (h*,, ,îr*,r) as the

minimiser of
100 100

Sroo,roo(å *,h") -(1/40000) D |t¡r(x, - x¡,2h2*) - 2N(xi -yj,htr + hT)
i=l j=l

+ /V(fr -Yj,zh?) +2N(X¿ -Yj,h'*) I2N(X; -Yj,h?)j
- (1/20000)t l,*r{r{ x¿ - x¡,h2*) + /v(rr -Yi,h?)},

where N(2,h2) : h-rK?lh), and classifying Z as coming ftorn lly if. Z €
Êr(h*,r,ñ",), where

R"(h*,r,ñr,r) - {t , eroo,roo(zlîr*,r,îr",r) < 0}. (3.1)

For each sample the exact error rate of the rule was then computed from the

formula

ER(â*,,, fr,",,) : i I^ro-1(1 + ,')-' d,z + ! l^,Q"¡-t "-'" 
lz or. (s.2)
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Implementation of Rule 2 required choosing hx,, as the minimiser of

100 100

s*,,00(å) - (1/10000) t I ¡r(x, -x j,2h,)-(1/5000)t l,*rr(*,- x¡,hr)
d:l j=l

and, ñ",, as the minimiser of

100 100

,9",00(ä) : (1/10000) t I rrr, -yj,2h,) - (1/5000)t D,*,*{u - y¡,h").
d=l j=l

The discrimination region Ê"(h*,",ä",r¡ urld corresponding error rate ER(å, *,r,h",r)
were then obtained using formulae analogous to (3.1) and (3.2).

Table 3.1 lists the values of the selected window-sizes and error rates obtained

for each of the twenty-five replications. As shown above, the lowest possible error

rate is 37.44%. For Rule 1 the average error rate was 38.15% with standard error

0.55% while the average error rate for Rule 2 was 38.90% with standard emor

7.05Y0. For 16 of the 25 samples Rule t had a lower error rate than Rule 2,

Figure 3.1 (a) shows the density difierence estimate corresponding to Rule 1 for

replication number 5. This was the thirteenth best estimate, out of the twenty-five

replications, in terms of minimising error rate and was chosen in an effort to depict

average case performance of the estimator. The estimated classification region .Ê*

in this case is ñ" : (-2.18,1,43). The estimate of e required for Rule 2 based

on the same sample. is graphed in Figure 3.1 (b). The estimate of -Ry for this

rule is Ê" : (-4.35, -3.41) U (-1.87, 1,13). The observation that the window-size

selection rule for Rule 2 undersmooths the data in this case was typical of behaviour

throughout the study. Rule 1 tended to choose larger window-sizes leading to a

somewhat less noisy curve estimate than the one formed using the window-sizes

of Rule 2. The asymptotic theory, summarised by the formulae ai (2.1), (2.2) and

(2.3), lends weight to this observation since the optimal window-size pair satisfies

(h *,.r,,åy, op, ) - (1.407 7 m-t / 6,, t.4+86n-r / 6 
)

when /¿x and hy are chosen jointly and {:1. If they are chosen separately then

hx,op¡ - 1.0339rn-r/5 and hy,opt - 7.0592n-r/5, Therefore, for large samples,
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Table 3.1: Selected window-sizes and corresponding error rates
for discrimination between Cauchy and normal distributions.

Rep h*,, h",, ER(äx.1, h".,) h*," hr," ER(äy,,, årr)
1 r.0728 0.7777 37.7r 0.4445 0.1305 39.96
2 0.45L7 0.5180 37.õ8 0.2989 0.4476 40.01
3 1.6663 1.0086 37.70 0.7062 0.4420 37.88
4 1.5769 t.L242 37.95 0.3951 0.49L2 37.79
Ð t.L676 0.8258 37.99 0.5987 0.5025 39.58
6 1.3660 0.8898 37.68 0.5713 0.3048 38.74
I 0.8647 0.1175 38.64 0.8503 0.2135 38.01
8 1.2138 0.8734 38.41 0.3880 0.4420 39.50
I 2.2949 1.6599 39.48 0.4õ37 0.4929 38.25
10 1.8300 1.2693 38.37 0.7009 0.6145 38.09
11 0.4671 0.t292 39.10 0.4478 0.1808 38.72
L2 1.9966 I.4L92 38.49 0.6149 0.5803 38.26
13 1.0915 0.7119 38.42 0.2382 0.4186 40.88
t4 2.1960 1.6063 38.7õ 0.3713 0.4165 38.86
15 1.6413 1.0321 37.67 0.7191 0.5610 37.45
16 1.6111 1.0200 37.72 0.4310 1.0000 40.51
t7 7.6442 0.8049 37,45 0.6250 0.4502 37.66
18 1.3764 1.0269 37.45 0.4985 0.L777 39.86
19 1.8332 1.4069 38.18 0.4808 0.5045 37.69
20 1.3161 0.8114 37.93 0.2747 0.2435 39.46
2L 1.7953 7.4L72 37.84 0.4824 0.4217 39.78
22 1.6175 1.0767 37.56 0.5185 0.3733 37.65
23 1.1703 0.8188 38.24 0.4973 0.2446 40.65
24 2.3368 r. tooÐ 39.11 0.4705 0.5763 38.55
25 2.0659 L.4020 38.25 0.6222 0,2367 38.66
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Table 3.2: Calcium concentrations (millimoles/litre) of urines
with a¡rd without crystals.

With crystals \Mithout crystals
2.46
4.49
2.36
2.L6
1.16
3.34
1.r10
8.48
1.16
2.2t
1.93
1.27
1.03
L.47
1.53
5.09
1.05
2.03
7.68
1.45
5.16
0.81
r.32

L.32
1.55
L.62
0.77
2.L7
0.17
0.83
3.04
1.06
3.93
5.38
3.53
4.64
3.98
L.02
3.46
1.19
5.64
2.66
L.22
2.64
2.3L

6.96 4.18
4.45 13.00
5.54 0.27
6.19 7.64
7.3L 6.63
8.53 L4.34
4.74 9.04
2.50 0.58
1.27 7.82
4.18 t2.20
3.10 9.39
3.01
6.81
8.28
2.33
7.18
5.67
12.68
8.94
3.16
3.30
6.99
0,65

I

I

{
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Figure 3.2: Density difference estimate obtained frorn the urine uystal data (see Table 3'2) where

thã window-eize pair (å*, L") ie chosen to minimise 9.r,r.1/t*, ñ"¡'



the window-sizes chosea by cross-validation to minimi." ,9",-1å) *d &,"1n; *itt
tend to produce window-sizes which are about 25-30% lower than the optimal

window-sizes when estimating e for this particular problem.

6.3.2 Formation of CrystøIs in Urines

Table 3.2 displays the calcium concentration in millimoles/litre of 79 urine

specimens. In 34 of the specimens the formation of calcium oxalate crystals has

been observed. There is no presence of crystals in the remaining 45 specimens. The

d.ata were obtained from Table 44j of Andrews a¡rd llerzberg (1985' p.251). \Me

decided to use the density difference estimator developed in this chapter to form

a rule for classifying a r:¡ine as either "not to form crystals" or "to form crystals"

based. on the observed calcium concentration. The ca.lciu¡n concentration readings

of those urine specimens without crystals constituted the .t sample with rn -- 46.

The ¡) sample consisted of the calcium concentrations of the urine specimens

containing crystals with r¿ :34. 'We assumed equal prior probabilities and used

a Gaussian kernel for our estimate. The window-size pair selected by minimising

}ro,n (h*,lry) was (h*,h"): (0.2076,1.6675). The density difference estimate is

plotted in Figr:re 8.2. The graph shows that a reasonable discrimination nrle is

to decide that a urine will form crystals if the calcium concentration is above 5

millimetres/litre.

6.4 Proof of Theorem 2.1

Throughout this section we let C,CtrCz,.. . denote positive generic constants'

We define the functions /¿ md 9¡, to be

Ifn@) = E{f*(nl¡r)} : Kn(t - a)f @) dv

gn(s) - E{sn(alh)} : Kn(n - v)g(y) dv.
and

I
In addition we put êhxhv = Pf nx - (1 - p)gn"'

The proof of Theorem 2.t will be preceded by six lemmas' For each lemma it

is assumed that f , g, K, m and, n satisfy the conditions ascribed to them in the
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statement of Theorem 2.L. Most of these results will only be stated and proved

for the population II¡ and the sample .T. The a¡raJogous results for IIy and )
are a trivial consequence.

Lemma 4.1. There exist positive constartts C and p such that

I ku*n" - e)2 > c(ul*n uf;" n 1)
J

for aJJ (h*,hr) € Ri " Rf.

Proof. Let þ, X afld ø denote the Fourier transforms of K, f and g respec-

tively. The Fourier transform of K¿ is tþ¡,, given bV úa(¿) :uþ(ht) where å,t:
(hút,... rhat¿). Also, the Fourier transforms of f nx and g¿y æe tþhxx arrd 'Þnr,
respectively. Since X arrd u are not identical, but satisfy X(0) = ø(0) - 1 and are

continuous, then there exists a non-empty bounded sphere ,9 centred at the origin

of Rd for which

igto l,rrlpx|)- c(1 - p),(t)12 dt > o.

Because K is symmetric, compactly supported and integrates to r.urity, there is a

smallest integer ,b > 1 such that
I

J ft' æ)2k x(æ) dæ l o

where 1 .ø is the inner product of r and the d-vector with all entries equal to unity.

For this fr,

,þn(t) - | - {cos(ht . æ) - t}K(a) da

I
I

: (-1)e{(2e)!}-1 (ht . r)2k tc(æ) d,æ + o(lhl2ß)

= (-1)o{(2k)!}-1 1n¡'zk | çut . x)2k rþ) d,æ + o(lhl2k)

for some unit vector u, uniformly in ¿ € ^9, as lhl + 0. Therefore, by Parseval's

identit¡

(2")o lko-n" -e)2 = lKrt,o.-t)px-(þn"-1Xl -p)'12

>{(2e!)}-'lh*lnr l,rrll ,fi ' x)K(a) d,a pv(t)

- (lh" lllh*D'u | {u,t' r)2k K(a) ds (t- olr(t)l

* o(lh*lo* + lh"lno)
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where u* and LIy 8,îê, unit vectors. Assume, without loss of generality, that lä*l >
lå"1. Then

(2n)n I ku.n" - ")2 >{(2e)!}-,lh*ln*ßå /." {1r., . x)2k x(a) o,}'
x lpx(t) - c(l - p)r(t)12 dt + o(lhxl{k)

: clh*laË + o1¡n* ¡et¡

> Clh,lou + 11¡1,"¡no¡

where C > 0. For small values of lå¡ln l/r"l the required result is a consequence

of låld I u¡. The result for large lå*l and llzrl fotlows from the observation that

Iku*n" - e)2 is bounded away from zero whenever both ä* and hy lie outside

any neighbourhood of the origin. f
Let

0*n(h*,, hr) = | {"u-n, - e)2 * m-ruu} + n-ru¡},

B *,^(h*, h') : *-t D êhxhv(x;) - E{"n*n, (xr)},
m

i=1
n

d=l
1ù

d=1
m

Br,^(h*,hr): "-t f êhxhv(Yc) - E{"n*nr(yr)},

D *,^ : r'¡7-L D r(Xr) - E{e(Xy)},

D",n: "-t f eÏJ - E{e(\)}.
i=1

Also let H*,^ and Ify,, be subsets of R{ satisfying card(Il¡,-) ( Arna and

card(Ila") < Bno for positive constants A, d, B and ó. The product set ff",- x
I1"," will be denotedby H*n.

Lernrna 4.2.

limmrt¡+oo

a,lmost surely, and

sup{á*,(h *,hr)''lB*,^(h*,hr) - D*,^l ' (å, ,h") € H^n} :0 (4.1)

-,lig.".,ro{r-,1 h*,h,)-'l I t"*"r.lh*,h,) - êhxn,}(en*hv - e)

) -0
(4.2)

t02

i (h*,hr) e H^n



aJmost surely,

Proof. Define

Z¡n*n" : êhxr,"(X¡) - "(X;) - E{"n*n'(Xr) - "(Xt)i

and u2¡*hy : IGo*n, - e)2. Then clearly Z;n*n, i ) 1, is a sequence of inde-

pendent and identically distributed random variables, each having zeto mean. It
follows from the boundedness of / "ttd g that lZ;n*¡,"1 ( Cr and Ya{Z¡¡*¡") !
Czu2h*hr, where Cr and C2 are positive constants not depending on (h*,h").
Notice that

m
Z*hxh" = m-r Ð tno*hy : Bx,^(h*,ht) - D*,^'

i=1

We have from Markov's inequality for aJI ¿ > 0 and a ) 0,

am
P(lZ *¡*n" I > ú) 1 t-dm-o E D tru*u*

i=1

Assuming from now on that a > 1 we obtain from Rosenthal's inequality (Hall

and lleyde (1980), pp.23-24),

"lå z;n*n,|" 
= o l{e 

nØ?u.u")}
o/2

+ t Elz;n*n"l
m

i=1

This implies that

P(lZ^t *¡" I > t) < C4t-oç*-o/2ul*n" * *r-")

where Ca depends only on a. Setting t: e|*n(h*rh"),, where e ) 0, leads to

P {o^n(hx,, h")-t lV ̂ n*r" I ) e} !C5(u2¡* h" * *-' ul} + n-r vf,})-'
x (m o/2ul*nr+ -1-o) 

(4'3)

By the assumption that mfn- { > 0 ï\¡emay assume, without loss of generality,

that u¡, S un". Suppose first that tthx ) 1. Then from Lemma 4.1 u2o*0, 2 Ca

which, on application of (4.3), gives

P{O*,(hx,h")-'17*n*n"l > .} 1C7(m-o/z ¡ *t-a¡. (4.4)
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Next suppose 0 I uhx < 1. Let, : T -1,1{2(I+p-1)} where p is the constant

appearing in Lemma 4.1, and consid.er separately the cases (i) un*nt 1 m'-à and

(ii) u¡, hy ) mr-å. tt 1i¡ is true then it can be shown that

P {0 *^(h *, h r)-' 17 *h * nrl > .} 1C 5(mu ¡ *¡" çm- " / 2 ufr* ¡" * *' - o 
)

lCslm-"/{z(p+t)} ¡mr-a/(o*r)1, (4.5)

while under (ii) we have

P {e ^,(h x, h")-' 17 ̂ n *¿" I > e} <C su ¡f,lr(*- " / t ul * h " + rnr - o 
)

1c|(m-or ¡ *r-zar¡. (4.6)

It follows from (4.4), (4.5) and (a.6) that for all u¿* ) 0,

P {O*^(hx, h")-' 17 *n*¿" I ) e} - Oç*-9¡

for every P > 0. Because of the restriction imposed on the cardinality of the set

If*r, and the assumption lhat mf n + ( > 0 we obtain

t p{0*n(hx,h")-tl7*n*n"l > .} - o(*-P)
(hx,hy)€,H^n

for each P > 0 implying, by Boole's inequality, that
oo

! s"p{r {0*n(h*,h")-tl7*nxn"l > .} i (h*,h") e ff-'} ( -
m=l

for every e ) 0 and, n ) 1. The result at (a.1) follows from the Borel-Cantelli

lemma.

The proof of. ( .\ ca¡r be accomplished by applying the same argument to

I
z ¿n * n" : I {pK o * (, - x ¿) - (r - p) K n" (z -Y¿) - en * n 

" 
(z)} {en x nv (z) - e(z)} dz. t

J

Forr)0weshalllet
0*,(h): ul AL + m-rrslr

and

O*nr(h*,h") : ul* Avl" At + m-rulr* + n-rrl|.
Let .F be the distribuüion function of Xr and F- be the empirical distribution

function of the sample .1. The functions G and Gn ate defined analogously for Y1

and y.
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Lemma 4.3. For all r > 0,

'"r%oJll,_ '*,(h)-'ll I ,-r*u(, -v){d,F^(a) - dF'(ø)} {d*^(v)- arlv¡tl : o

aJmost surely.

proof. Lel X* and X** be independent random variables having the same dis-

tribution as Xr. Define the function ¡,ln b]'

Fn(a)-E{I{¡(a-X.)}

and Iet

un: E{pn(X..)} - E{K¡(X** - X*)}.

It is easily verifi.ed that

I I ,*ron(æ - y){d,F^(x) - d-F(æ)}{dF^(ù - ¿r@)} - 2v,nh *w^h

where

vmh: *-'DIo.¡ {Kn(x; - x¡) - pn(x¿) - ttn(x¡) * un}

and m

W^¡=m-ruh-Z*-'D
i=1

Forl <i,i (nzlet

gii : Kn(X¿ - X¡) - pn(X;) - ttn(X¡) + un

For 2 < k < nz put To : DI=rDEiU;¡ andlet F* denote the ø-field generated by

{Xr,. ..,,Xt}. Thenonemayestablishthat {(?¡, Fr),2 < k < rn} is amartingale

arÅ. {(ze,Fx),2 < k < ne} is the corresponding martingale difference sequence

wilh Zz - T2 and, Z* : Tt, - Tt -t, 3 1 k ! m' Since T* - Ð,f,=., Z¡s' wehave for

all positive ú and all c > 1'

xph( )

2a TÙt
k=2

1 c1t-2om"-t t Elz*12'. (4.7)PQT^I>ú)<r2oÛ Z*
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The second inequality follows from Hölder's and Bu¡kholder's inequalities (see HalI

and Heyde (1980) p.87) with Cr depending only on a. Next observe that

k-1 ß-r
Zr Døo f {rulx¡ - Xr) - un(X,¡ - t'n(xr) * vn},

i:1 i=1

so that conditional on X¡, Zr is a sum of ,b - 1 independent and identically

distributed random variables. Therefore, by Rosenthal's inequality (see lIall and

Heyde (1980) pp.%-21with conditioning on X¡,

E(lzrl'"lxo) < crl{& - r)E(u?klxr)}" + (k - 1)E(lt¡trl"lxo)1. (4.8)

We shall consider separately the cases (i) 0 < u¡ 1 m-r/(2r*2), (ii) rn-1l(2r*2) I
u¡, 1 7 and (iii) u¡ ) t. From the boundedness and compact support of f( and

the bou¡rdedness / we have

E(lUrrl'"lxo) < Crrl'"

a¡rd

E(UT*¡xr) < Ca,t;L, .

where both bor:nds are in uniform in Xr. Substitution of these estimates into (a.7)

and (a.8) gives

plr^t < ¿) 1 c5t-2om"-' 
{ (å -") u-ho + (å -) ,;'"}

1 cst-2"(rn2or;o ¡ md+ru;2d).

Now choose f : mzï*r(h)e where e ) 0 is arbitrary. Then, noting Lhat V*¡ -
*-2T*, we have

P {0^,(h)-' lv^| > .} < Ca(mui + u;t)-""@ uo + rnl-ou;2o)

Let (i) be true. Then we have the bound

P {0,,,(h)-t lv*| > .} < Ca(u o\-zo çuf,o + rnt-o u;2o)

1 C6{m-o/(2r*2) + *t-o}. (4.e)
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If (ii) holds then

P {0^,(h)-' lV^ul > .} < C6(muf,)-"(r;' + rnt-o n;2")

a Cu(*-o + *'-'").

Finally, if (iii) holds then we have

P{e*,Ø)-tlv*ul > .} < Co(m+ r;rr-za(l + -t-o)
< Cu(*-ta a p1-3d).

(4.10)

Combining (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11) vields that

P{0*,(h)-'lv*ol > .} : o(m-p)

for all p > 0. As in the proof of Lemma 4.2, Boole's inequality and the Borel-

Cantelli lemma ca¡r be used to establish that

Iim sup 0^,(h)-t lV-¿l = 07n+oo h€,HX,m

almost surely.

The proof will be complete if it is established that

lim sup 0^,(h)-'lW*nl:0
m+oo he,Hx,m

almost surely. This, however, is quite easy in comparison to the above arguments

a¡rd follows quickly from the boundedness of K' I

Lemma 4.4. For all r > 0,

(4.11)

1aG"(a) - dc(v)jrim "un{ r*n,(h, h)-'l t t K'.o - ¡{d¿^(c)-dr(ø)}m,¿+oo t l/ J

:heH*,^ :0

almost surely.

Proof. Let x* and Y* be independent random variables such that x* has the

same distribution as x1 and Y* has the same distribution as IZ1' Define

tr*,o(n) - E{I(¡(a - X.)}, pr,o(ù -- E{K¡(æ - y.)}'
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,n: E{p*,^(Y.)} : E{pr¡(X-)} : E{K¡(X* - y*)}

and
fl

j=t
Then we have

For t ) 0 we have by Ma¡kov's inequality,

znhí : "-t l{K¡(x¡ - Y¡) - p",o(x;) - Fx,n(Y¡) * un}.

z^nt = *-rf, r,o, : I I Kt (ï - ù{ar^(r) - d,F(x)}{d'G^(ù - dG(ù}
t=r

2a

P(lZ*^| > ¿) 1¿-2a*-2a¿ z

where it is assumed that a ) l. Conditional on {Y1 ,,. .. rYn} the random va¡iables

Znhå, L < i 1m,, are independent and identically distributed with mean zero. Ïn

the following we shall use E' to denote expectation conditional on {yt, ' ' ' ',Y"}'

According to the conditional version of Rosenthal's inequality,

,, lå 
z,^,1 =" l{ ä,',,r^,)}". å E'v^o,r'f

= ct{m"E'(z1o)' } mÛ'lznhl2"}.

Taking expectations we obtain

2a

< Crl*" E{E'(z',u)}' + rnElz,,r, l'o]. (4.12)

Set

Y;i : Kn(X¿ -Y¡) - uv,t'(X¡) - tt*'o(Y¡) + yn

and note that zn¡. = n'r Di=rtlr¡. conditional on X1 the random variables [/1r',

t < j ! n, ate identically distributed with zero mean. Lel E" denote expectation

cond.itional on x1 and. apply Rosenthal's inequality again to yield

E" I z nurl' o < C 2n-2 " {n" E" (tl?,r)o ¡ n E" lu r,rl' o },

Elznntlr' S C2n-2oln'E{8"(tt,r)}" + nÛlul¡12"1. (4.13)

Ë
d=l

nhí

znt
d=1

E hi

so that
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Also, from the cond.itional version of Höld.er's inequaiity, {E'(zlur)}' < E',lznntlz" ,

implying that

E{E'(Z?hr)}" < Elznntlzo. (4.14)

Combining the estimates at (4.12), (4.13) and (a.1a) provides

2

E Znhi 1 cslmon-'E{8" (u?,r)}' + *ant-2a Blut,t l"]. (4.15)

The boundedness of K implies that ElUr,r,l"" S Cn î'o. Also, since the densities

,f urrd g are bounded, we can show that E't((ft,t) 1c6uf,1 uniformly in x1. Hence

E{Et'(U?,r)}' < Czrl".Therefore, in view of (4'15)' we obtain

t
i=1

2

E Ðr,u, 1 Cs(mon-orlo + monuf,2o),
m

i=1

so that

P (lZ *,nl > ¿) < C st'2 o (m- o n- o u -h o + m- o nu -u2 o )'

Let t:O*nr(h,ä)e for e ) 0. Then

P {e^*,(h, h)-t lZ *nnl > .}
< Ce(uiA 1 + *-' rl' + n-' uf,t)-zd (m-dn-o rlo * m-dnr-'o u;'")'

Assume, without loss of generalit¡ that rn ) n' Then

p{0^,,(h, lr)-t lZ*,.nl > .} S ce(vîA 1 + ,r.-tr¡'t)-2"çn-2oulo a "1-3o'h'")'

Arguments identical to those used in the proof of Lemma 4.3 lead to

P{e*n,(\ h)-t lZ^nnl > .} : o@-9)

for all P > 0. This is sufficient for the required result' I
For a function ./ : Rd -r R we shall lei ./t denote the convolution of J wiih

itself. As before we let n2, - Kr(O) : I K'.

Lemma 4.5. For aJI r > 0'

tim ,,ro{r-,n," (h*,hr)-'l [{"*,('lh*,hr) - enxhv}2
m,r¡+oo I lJ

- ßZ{p2r,--'rl}+ (1 - p)'n-'ul}tl ' {n- ,h,) et-"} : o
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almost surely.

Proof. It may be shown that

{"^*({h*, hr) - enx hy}2

: o' I I oI-@ - v){d,F*(') - d,F(æ)}{d,F^(v) - dp(ù}

+(1 - rY I I*1"@-v){d,G'(')- d'G(x)}{d'G,(v)-aG@)}

- 2p(L - r) I I foo. a KnvX' - v){d,F*(x) - dF(ø)¡1aG^@) - aG@)}

Observing that

I l,=ro1 *@ - v){d'F*(x) - d'F(æ)} {dF*(ù - ¿p@)} - n1*-L'lt*

and

I I,=r*I"@ - y){d,G ^(x) - d,G(u)}{¿c^(y) - dG(ù} - n2rn-t,:¡}

we obtain

| {"*,{'ln*,h") - êhxn,}2 - ,r?{p2*-r'li + (L - p)'n-t'uJ}

: r' I I "*r*1.@ 
- y){d,F^(') - d,F(n)} {d'F*(v) - dp(v)}

+ (1 - rY I l,*o*1"@ - v){d,G"(,) - d'G(a)}{d'c,(ù - dG(ù}

- 2p(t - r) | | fou. * K¡")(x - v){d'F*(') - d'F(x)}{d'c,(ù - dG(ù}'

Application of Lemma 4.3 to the first two terms on the right-hand side, with Kt

instead of. K, a¡rd a simple adaptation on Lemma4.4 to the last term gives the

desired result. I
\Me also require the following technical result for the proof of Theorem 2.1'

Lemma 4.6. supp ose that a, a,nd, bn ate boúh sequ ences of real vaJued funcúions

defrned on some set U and satisfY

lim supn-æ ueU



Then

,.* i"f-"e¿z ?"!"ì : r.n-oo lftt¿€U 0"\u )

Proof. Assume, without loss of generality, that ctrn,bn ) 0 for all n à 1. Let

0<e(landsupposethat
lî"Í"ì - rl . .. (4.16)

iËÐ l,"r"r r

It is sufficient to show that this implies

(4.17)

From (4.16) we have for all u €, î,1, an(u) < (1 + e)ó"(u). Hence inf'uç¡1ø"(u) <

(f + e)a"1u) for aJI u € l,/, which implies that

l,tu""@) < (1 + .) jËf, b"(u). (4.18)

Similarl¡ we may show that

¡p¡a"(u) > (1 - .) iÊló'(u). (4'1e)

Combining (a.18) a,nd (a.19) we obtain (4.17) as required' I
\Me shall first prove an altered form of Theorem 2.1 where (h*,h") is confined

to the set If*. rather than the whole of Rf x R{'
Observe that

M^n(h*, h") : | {"*,t$*,, h") - en * hr}2

f -. f .*, J {"^^('lh*,h")- €hxhv}Gn*h" -e)+ Jkn*n, -e)2,

leading to

M^n(h*,h,) -ll U^.n" - e)2 + K7{p2r'--tuu-+ (1 - e¡"-t'fi})

1 (e.

I{"^,(.lh*,hr) - €hxhv}(uu* n, - e) + {"^n('lh*, h") - en x hv}2_,

- KZ{pzrn-trul + (1 - p¡2n-rr:¡}}.

It follows from Lemmas 4.1, 4.2 and 4'5 that

lim sup{0*^(h*,hr)-rlM*n(h*,h") - ú*n(h*,hr)l t (h*,h") e H^n} :0rn'Ít*æ 
$,20)

I
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almost surely, where ú ^n(h *, h ") : I G o * n 
" - 

e)2 + nZ {p' *-t u o} + ( - e¡2 n-r u ¡}}
It is clear on comparison that \¡¡e can replace 0^n(h*, å") by ,þ^n(h*, h") in (4.20)

so that

lim sup{lú-"(h*,,hr)-t M^n(h*,h*) - 1l : (ä¡ ,,hr) € H^n} :0 (4.21)

s^n(h*,hr) * c*n: M*n(h*,h") *2&^n(hx,hr)

where C*, : I "" + 2pD*,^ - 2(l - p)D"," and

R*n(h*,hr) = p{D*,^ - B*,^(h*,h")} - (1 - P){D"," - 8",^(h*' h")}

- p' I I,*ooo*(x - v){d,F^(') - d'F(n)}{d,F*(ù - dp(ù}

- (1 - rY I l,*ooo"@ - y){d,G,(') - dl(x)}{d,G,(ù - dc(y)}

+p(l - r) | I oo.(x - y){d,F^(') - d'F(a)}{d'G,(y) - dG(ù}

+ p(1 - r) | | ou,(x - y){d,F*(') - d,F(x)}{d,c ^(ù - dG(ù}.

almost surely.

It ca¡r be seen from the formula f,or S^^(h*, å") that

lim
rnrrr,+æ

and so

mrf¿+æ

limmrn+oo

almost surely. Consequently

Application of Lemmas 4.1, 4.2,, 4.3 a¡rd 4.4 to the terms on the right-hand side

glves

sup{É-,(ä *,hr)-'lR*n(h*, t ")l i (h*,å") € H^n} :0 almost surely

sup{ú*,,( h*, h")-t la*n(h*, h")1, (h*, h") e H^n} : 0

limmrn+oo suP
S^,(h*,hr) + c^n _

M^n(hxrhY) i (h*,h") e H^n -01

aJmost surely. Combining this with (4.21) gives us

3*n7h*, h, * Crnn
M^n h* rh")

L72

1 (h*,h") € H*n - o (4.22)



almost surely. Recall that (Â¡, ä"¡ ir the minimiser of S*n(h*, äy) over H^n.

Then ftom (4.22)

rim li^"-(!'.'-iò ! ?^"1 : , armost surelv. (4.2s)m,n+Ø l, M^"(h*rhr) I
Also from (4.22) and Lemma 4.6,

inf 3^n h*rh, *C^nz h* rh, € Hrnn : 1 aLnost surelylimÍnrn+Ø

limmrn+æ

inf M*n(hx, hY h*rh" €, H^rj

or equivalently,

3*n ñ*,ñ" * C*n : 1 almost surely. (4.24)inf M*n h*,h" h*,hr) € H^n\

Combining (a.æ) and @.2\ we obtain

M^n h*,ñ"
inf M^n(hx,hY i (h*rh") € H*nj : 1 almost surely.

The result stated af Q.Q ca¡r be obtained from this one by using the assump-

tion that K is Hölder continuous. The argument used to establish this is along

the same lines as that given in the proof of Theorem 4.2.1.1
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Appendix A

PROOF OF AN L1 OPTIMALITY RESULT
USING THE KOMIóS.MAJOR.TUSNÁOV
BROWNIAN BzuDGE APPROXIMATION

This appendix is devoted to the proof of a¡r asymptotic optimality result for

the window-size selection rule proposed in Section 2.4. Using technology com-

pletely different to that empioyed in the proof of Theorem 2.4.1we shall prove a

result similar to that stated at (2.4.8).

Throughout we let

n

f,@lh):n-LDxo.*-X¿),
i=1

where K is a pth order kernel as defined in Section 2.2 and Kn(t) - h-r K(a lh).

Also let b"(alh) - Ef "@þ)-/(r) denote the bias at r. Recall that the ^L1-optimal

window-sizefor this estimator is asymptotic to

h* : ctn-t/(zp+t) (A.1)

for some constant c1 ) 0, and that the data-base window-size äi defined af Q.a.a)

is such that

(A'2)

almost surely. Our concern is to prove the following asymptotic optimality result

for -t1 loss,

r,(h): lv*lh)-Í1.
In the proofs we shall use C1, Czr... to denote positive generic constants.

Theorem 4.1. If úåe density f has compact support andp continuous deñvatives

and the kernel K is of bowtded va,riation and has compact support, then

,ls{.r"1n:) I J "(h.)} : 1

hilh* : rlim
t2+oo
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in probability.

Our proof or Theorem is based on a Brownian bridge approximation of the

empirical distribution fi:nction due to Komlós, Major and Tusnády (1975) urrd

further investigated by M. csörgö, s. csörgó, Horváth and Mason (1986). The

following lemma makes use of such an approximation'

Lemma 4.1. supp ose that the ra,ndom sample Xt,..,,xn is dtawn from a pop-

ulation having density f urd distribution function F for which ElXr¡2*r-1*e ¡ oo

for somee ) 0 and, that the kernel K is of bounded va"riation (that is, I ld Kl < oo).

Then

J,(h*) : An(h*) * oo{n-t/(zP+l) } (A.3)

where

A"(h) - L n-\ h-t t: Wi{F(r - hz)}d K(r) + b"(ælh) d,x

a.nd {Wi}Ê, i" a sequence of Brcwnian btidges'

Proof. Let Xn,1< '" <

corresponding empirical distribution function. Notice that

r^@lh) : h-r t:K{(, - v)lh}dF"(v)

t: F,(, - hz)d' K(z) ,,

with the last step involving integration by parts and a change of variable. Therefore

Í,@lh) - Ef *(xlh) : h-tL{,F"(r - h') - F(* - hz)}dK(,). (A'4)

consider a random sarnple of size n from the uniform-(0,1) distribution for which

the order statistics are [/r,,1 < "'
is G,,. Theorem 2.2 of.M.csörgö et øl (1986 p.43) asserts that for every 0 <' < I
andas¡¿+oo,

sup
UnJ3s3Un,n

n"lnt {G^(") - s} - wiþ)l{"(r - ")}"-} - op(7)

h I
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for some sequence of Brownian bridges l4zf . Taking s : F(r) in this equation we

obtain, a^s zz -) oo,

F^(r) - F(r) : n-twi{t(æ)} * OoQ)n-1'+})tr(ø){r - r(c)}l*-' (4.5)

forall 01u a å *tduniformlyinXr.,1 1x1Xn,n.Let

Â(ø) - {z z (æ - Xn,n)lh 1 z 3 (æ - X",1)lh}.

Then
Fn(t - hr) - F(* - hz) --n-iwi{F(a - hr)}

* or(L)n-@+Ð[r'(' - hz){r - F(, - h)}*-'
uniformly in x, z e Â(ø) and å. Therefore

lnor{r^(a - hz)-F(x - hz)} d'K(z) : n-t l^o*rrl('- hz)} d'K(z)

+ op(l) ,-a+Ð [ [r'(' - hz){L - F(, - h")}]I-" dK(z),
J ttlx¡

so from this and (4.3) it follows that for all ø € R,

Í,@lh) - Ef,(xlh) - n-to-' l* wi{F(a - hr)} d,K(z) t Rn(x,h) (4.6)

where

f* -r,,rl\, -r [* f- , ^,l* lo,tr,h)ld.x < ooe)n-@+l)¡r-r J_* J_*lF(* - hz){l- F(, - h")}lt-'1axçz¡¡a,

+n-tn-' I* I^oulwi{F(x - h')}lld'I<(z)ld'a (A'7)

+ h-t I: I^r.lF'(, - h") - F(* - h,)lld,K(z)ld,x.

Assume from now on that
1 l*e 1

@<u<ffi<; (A'8)

for0<e (1. Observethat

l* l*rl(, - hz){L - F(, - h,)}l|-'yaxçz¡1a,

< ¡,-r {/_ @N(uth)t} /l'",vx1 - r(v)}l t-' d,a

{P(lxrl> v)}t-'dyl,*
I,*r + Elxrl2*t-L*e
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from our assumptions on K and / .trd since -(2 * p-l + .)(I - ") < -1 from
the assumption made at (4.8). Therefore the first term on the right-hand side of
(4.7), T"t(h) sa¡ is such that

T,{h): op{h-tn-Q+l)¡. (A.e)

Let 7"2(h) uttd T"s(h) denote, respectively, the second and third terms on the

right-hand side of (4.7). To bound T"z(h) we fi¡st note that for a Brownian

bridge {W'(t):0(ú<1},

lw(t)l - oo(t)#-' (A.10)

uniformly in 0 ( t 1 t, for any 6 > 0. This yields

-op(L)h-, I:
: op(L) (l ,.,
s opl) (l ø*r

(ø-X.,1

1r-Xn,1

F@)I-'-o ¿v.

lwi {F (æ - hr)}lldK (z)l da

F(ù* -' ld,K {(a - y) I h}l d,æ
xn,r

)

)

lr.*^,F(Y)\-t aa

F(xn,t v
) T

It is straightforward to verify that

F(Xn,t):[JnJ-Or(n-L)

as r? -+ oo and that f." ^,,, 
F@)L-'-e dA ( oo for a sufÊciently small choice of

ó. Treating the integral over {(ø, z):hz 1a -Xn,n, -oo ( ø < oo} in a similar

u¡ay we obtain

T,z(h): op{h-rn-@+l¡¡. (A.11)

Finally,

(Xr,r

lF"(, - hr) - F(, - h")lld,I{(z)l dæ

-- h-, I: 1,..^,,F(ùldr({(, - y) lh}ld,x

= (lþKl) F(xn,t)'*, Io., ,,,F(v)î-' d,

: Op{n-('+})}.
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Applying a similar treatment to the integral over {(ø, z) z hz 1 x - Xn,n, -oo (
0 < oo) it follows that

T,r(h): Op{h-rr-(z+})1, (A.12)

and so after combining (4.7), (4.9), (4.11) and (4.12) one obtains

L lR-(*,, h)l d'x = O p{h-r n-@+ l¡ ¡

Putting â equal lo h* - ¿yn-r/(zr*l) gives

L IR,(r,h.)ld,æ : Op{nt/(2p*t)-(v**)} : oo{n-p/(2P+7)} (4.13)

by choice of, u ) 1/{2(2p * 1)}. Now

lJ"(h.) - A"(h.)l

s l* lr'r'to.l - Ef,(xlh.) - n-tr(h*)-' Il-*rrr(a - h. z)j o*Q)l dx

s t: lR"(r,h.)ldæ

and the required result follows from this and (A..13). f
For a Brownian bridge Wo we will let { be the ra¡rdom function given by

€(rllr) - h-, t: W" {F(x - hr)} dK(z)

The distribution of ((ølh) is of interest and the next lemma provides us with this.

Lemma A,.2. For each real ntynber æ, the random va,ríab|e @Q-t|@lh) åa"s a

normal distribution with mea,n zero and variance equal to Var{f"(tlh)}. Fur-ther-

mote,

Cov{(nh)-}61ølh), (nQ-* qçolh)} : Cov{f,(alh), f"@lh)}

for all ø, y € R.

Proof. By treating the definite integral as a limit of a sum of areas of rectangles

it is apparent that €(rl¡r) is the limit of a sum of normal random variables and so

itself is normally distributed. Clearly

ElW" {F(a - hz)}ldK(z) : sE((xlh): h-l t:
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cov{{(o lå), €(ylh) } :h-L I: I:Elw" {F(x - hz)}w" {F(a - h-)}l d,K(z) ar{(w)

^OO ræ
-L-1 I I=h-' J_* J_*F'{(' - hr) 

^ 
(y - hw)} dK(z) dK@)

o-, l* F@ - hz)dK(z) ll_rr - h-)dr((u0a.15)

which implies that

where we have used the property

E{W"(s)W'(t)} - s(1 -t), s 1t

of a Brownian bridge Wo. It is well-known lhat E{F"(r)} : .F'(ø) and

Cov{^Fi"(s), .F'"(¿)} : n-r F(sX1 - F(¿)h s ( ú.

From these results it follows that the expression at (4.15) is equal to

F"(a - hz) dK(z) t: h-r F^(y - h.) dK(w)

h-r F(a - hr) dI{(z)L h-'p@ - h.) dK(u)

- nhlÛ {f "@þ) f "@l 
r,) } - {E f "(xlh)} {ø f "@þ)}l

- nh0ov{f "@lh), f "@lh)},
giving rise to

Cov{ (nä) - * € (' I ¡, ), (nfi- t Eçrl å) } = Cov { f ,(ælh), f "@ lh)} .

In particular

Var{(rzä)- * E!æ1n¡} - Va"{å( *lh)),

completing the proof. I
The last lemma we need concerns the random variable G(h) given by

G(h): Ë l(nå)-å 61 ælh) + he b,l dæ

where b,: (rctlpDf(r)@). Note that G(h) is simply the expression for A(h) with

the bias b"(xlh) replaced by the leading term in its asymptotic expansion.
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Lemma 4.3. Suppose that both f and K a¡e bounded with compact supporú

and that ¡b) ," continuous and bounded. Then

Var{G(h.)} : o{n-zP / (zP+L) }.

Proof. Since "f uttd K each have compact support we may assume that for some

r)0,
G(h) : l" Kro)-|6qølå) * heb,ld,x.

J-r
Let ? = [-r, r]2 and define for all 6 ) 0,

U6 = {(a,y) eT: lø - yl S á}.

Also we will write ,?(h): V*{/"( rlh)} arrd N, = u,(h)-r(nÐ-+e@lh), so that

from Lemma 4.2 N, is a,n N(0,1) random variable. Consider the bivariate normal

random pair (lf' Ifr) where (*,V) eT - [/6. F]om Lemma 4.2,

p 
" v (h) - Cov(IÍ,, JV, ) : {u,(h)v o (h) } - I Cov{ f" (r I lr), f "@ lh)} .

Simple algebra leads to

Cov{/''(ølh), f"@lh)} - - n-r {Ef"(alh)}{Ef"(yln)}
t n-r h-2 EIK {(x - xt) I n} x {(v - xr) I h}1.

Suppose that the support of. K is contained in the interval [-r, "] and let h (
6(2s)-1. Then K{(r-Xùlh}K{(y- Xùlh} = 0 implying that, fot a,v €.7-Ua
and small h,

p,y(h) = - E f n('lh) E Ï1@lh)
nt ,(h)uo(h)

Lef Nl be another N(0,1) random variable which is independent of ¡fs. It is trivial

to show that the distribution of (trf,,¡fr) it identical to ihat of ((1 - pZ)tn; +
pryMvrlfr). The va¡ia¡rce of G can then be expanded as follows:

var{G(å) } :E {e(h)' } - {EG(Ð}'z

: I lr*{þt,(h)N, + hPb,llur(h)n, * hpbyl} d,æ d,y

- { f Eþ"(h)N, * hpb,l ar\'
l/-' 

t5 t 'e vu 
)

:rr(ó, h) + 12(6,h) + Is(h,6) + 14(6,h)

t20



where

and

By the Cauchy-Schwa.rz inequalitg

I4(6,h) : - I lr,{"1r,{h)N, + hpb,l}{aluu@)¡ry + hrbol} d,æ d,y

rr(6, å) : I lr,E{lu,(h)N, r hpb"llrr(h)¡r, + hpbsl} d,x d.y ,

12(6,h): I lr_r,ø(ft,,rnlr, + hpb,l- l{1 - p?s(h)}ïu,Ø)Ní + heb,lf

x luo(h)No + hPbsl) a, ar,

Is(6,h) : I lr_r,Elur(h)No + hPbsl

x ø [l{r - p2"o(h)}1,:,(h)Ní +hpb,l - lr"(ä)¡r" *hpb,l] a*ay,

\(6,h*) S ,.î,$,", 
E[{u,(h*)¡r, + (h.)pb,}2] I Ir, d,a d,y

( 5rá sup [Var{/,'(ølå.)} + (h.)'rb?)zcl-r'rl

S C6 sup
s€t-rrtl {t:, I{(z)2 f (x - h* r) dz * b? n-zP/(zP+t)

3 Cún-2P/(zP+t) (A.16)

for some constant Ct ) 0 not depending on either n or 6, by viriue of our assump-

tions on / and K. Noting that the random variable {u,(h)N, * hpb.}{uu(h)Na +
hrbrj has the sarne distribution as

It t - e? o6¡¡ l r,Ø) N í + hp b.f {, o (h) N, i hp b y} * p, a þ)u, (h) N o {u o (h) N u * h, b r}

we obtain the bound

lIz(6,¡,")l < I |r_r,lp,s(h*)v,(h-)ur(å.) ld,x d,y

+ (2 I r), I Ir_r,lp,s(h*)u,(h.)(h\e brl d,æ d,y.

For large n the first integral on the right-hand side is equal to

I [_r,l*{f^(xlh.)}E{f,@lå.)}l d,æ d,yn-t < czn-r
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where Cz ) 0 does not depend on n. Also for la.rge n, the second integral equals

(zln), I lr_r,ll{f,(alh.)}E{f ,@lä.)}(h.)p bnur(h*)-tld,a d,y n-L

3 C{tz.¡n l_,rrfn\-L d,v n-'
l Can-L

since ä* : O{n-L/(zp*l)} implies that ur(ä*) : O{(h.)p}. Combining this with
(4.17) we obtain for some Cs ) 0 a¡rd large rz,

llz(6,h.)l < Csn-r. (A.18)

Recalling that the firnction r/ introduced in Section 2.2 ha,s the property ,r/(ú) -
EIJV - úl for a N(0,1) random variable .fÍ we see that

l/s(ó,h.)l < I |r-r,rr(h*),þ(ffi)
,. lrt - e?u(,.¡¡*,'(h.),þ {1- p?r(h*¡}lu,(h*)

(h*)pb,

)

-u,(h.),þ(ffi) lo,o,
s(2/r), I Ir_r,,u(h*),þ(ffi) u"(h*)p- {1 - e2,o(h*¡¡t¡aaay

(by Lemma 2.2.7)

s (2t1ù, u lr,,u\&\,þ(ffi)' o* o,

" (l l,_u,,?(h.) [t - tt - pl,Ø\]tf
t
2

)-
2

da dy

By our assumptions on "f "nd K, the second factor is bounded by
. rl

c6n-n/en., (l I_r,[1 - {1 - p2,v(h*)¡,1]2 dæor)'

For all sufficiently large n,

pz"a(h* ) 1 C t n-2 [var{ /, (o | ä. ) }var{ /* (v I h- ) }] -t - o( 1 )

uniformly in (r, ù e T - (Je , since Var{/,"(ølh.)} : O{n-ze/QP+l)}. It follows

from this and the above bound that the secondfactor is o{n-n/(ze+1)} as 7? -} oo.

The first factor is no more than

@r /,r)t U:.alØ.),Þ(ffi)' or\' .
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Using the inequality (ø + b)' < 2(o' + b2) and writin E cv : *rf @)tr we obtain

l'.'lØ\r(ffi)'0,
=, L.{,,ro.>r(ffi) - @h\-t ",,þ (ffi) }' *

¡2cltn-zp/(zp+t) I-,,1r (+)' .
=, l_,{ru"¡+1,,(ä.) - (nh.)-ioolìl' ¿,

¡2cl1n-2p/(zp+t) l-,,1r (+)' .
= O{n-2P/(2P+L)}

since lur(å.) - (rä.)-\oal: o{n-p/(zp+t) } uniformly in V e [-r,r]. Therefore,

on combining the orders of magnitude of both factors' we obtain

lls(ó,lr*)l : o{n-zn/Qn+r)}. (4.19)

Using the sa,me technique that was applied to f1(6, h*) we may show that there is

a consta¡rt Ca > 0 such that for all ó > 0,

lIn(6,å.)l < Cs6n-zn/l2p*t). (4.20)

Combining (4.16), (4.18), (4.19) and (4.20) we obtain for every ? ) 0,

tt3råo n2p/(zp+t)Var{G(å.)} I n,

which immediately leads to the required result. I
Proof of Theorem 4.1.
\Mith b,: (¡'lpt¡¡tr)1r¡, o,: rczf (o)l an¿ e > 0 we shall put

D(f,K,a):s¿-L ]l*r,f (+) -
which is finite since / has compact support. Theorem 5.1 of Devroye and Györfi

(1985, p.78) can easily be extended of the case of a pth order kernel to give

n¡zt+t)Lb,(EU"(h)j : t:@h)-L 6,'¡t

L23
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producing the result

EU"(h.)\ - ,-n/Qt+r) D(f ,K,"t) * o{n-n/(zp+l)}. (A.21)

We shall first prove that

_li ^[/"(ä.)lÐU"(h-)]l :1 (A.22)t¡+oo

in probability. In view of (4.21) this result will hold if and only if it can be shown

that

lJ"(h.) - EU"(h.))l : or{n-n/Qe+1)}. (A.29)

The left-hand side of (4.23) is dominated by

lJ"(h.) - G(h.)l + lc(å*) - E{G(h.)}l + lE{G(h.)} - EU"(h.)}l (A.24)

so it suffi.ces to prove that the first two terms are each oo{n-n/QP+1)} and the

third is o{n-n /(zP+l) }.
Let A(h) be given by

A(h): L l(nn)- å 61 xlh) + b,(alh)l d,x

Lemma 4.1 asserts that ll"(h.) - Á(h,.)l - oo{n-n/Qp+t) } since the elements

of the sequence of Brownian bridges {W;} each have the same distribution as

T,I/o used in the definition of {(olh). Therefore to prove that I J"(h*) - G(å'.)l -
or{n-n/QP+l) } it is enough to show that lA(å.) - G(h.)l - oo{n-n/(2p*t) }. Notice

that

lA(h.) - c(å.)l < L lb"(ælh) - (h*)Pb,ldæ

so by the compact support of /, the right-hand side is o{n-n/(zp+!)} by standard

results for the asymptotic bias of, f"(rlh) (see, e.g., Devroye and Györfi (1985

p.92)). For the second term we use Chebyshev's inequality to obtain for all e ) 0,

p{nn/Qo+r) lG(å.) - E{G(h.)}l > e} 1 n2n/(2P+r)var{ G(h.)}e-2

: o(1)
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from Lemma 4.3. This proves that lc(h.) - E{G(h.)}l : or{n-n/Qn+l)}. The

last term of (4.2a) is dominated by

l]-lr^.)-ï o.,þ (ry) -,",0. " (ffi) I 
*

"-* |

+ lEU"(h-)) - n-n/Qn+r¡ Dff, K,c)1.

The second term is o{n-n/(zp+r)} since -Ð{./,.(h-)} - n-t/Qt+t) D(f , K, ct). From

Lemma 2.2.1 the fi¡st terrn is dominated by

Qtù, t: l(nh.)-* 6" - [V*{/, @ln.)1tr | ax

which is also o{n-n/Qt+r)} since [Var{/,(ælå-)}] t - "lln-n/Qn*l)a" for all ø
and / has compact support. Hence lE{G(h.)} - EU"(h.)}l : o{n-t/Qr+t)} as

had to be shown.

The result stated in the theorem follows from (4.22) and

lim [/"(hi)lEU"(h-)]l : rt¡+oo

in probability. This result can be proved in the sa^me way aÉt (A,.22) using the fact

that

)i$nrl<zn*r)¡* - ",
in probability. f

U/ith some extra work our assumption of / having compact support can be

weakened to the existence of a moment of order 2ip'r *e for some e > 0. This

has not been done since it would produce a result which is still slightly weaker

than that stated in Section 2.4.
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Appendix B

LEAST-SQUARES CROSS.VALIDATION FOR
NONPARAMETRIC ESTIMATION OF DENSITY

DERTVATIVES

The problem of selecting a window-size for the estimation of density d.eriva-

tives is briefly addressed in this appendix. Suppose we have a sample Xr,. . ., Xn
of independent, real-valued random variables having common density / where /
is r times differentiable. A kernel ba^sed estimator for /(')(c) is

n
¡Í,ò @lD : n-t h-"-r Ð or,, {(, _ X ;) I h}

d=1

(see Bhattacharya (1967)) where K is a r times differentiable kernel and å, is

the window-size. This estimator is, of course, obtained by differentiating the
usual kernel density estimator r times. The window-size can be selected for the
estimation of /(') by generalising least squa,res cross-validation as follows. First
note that minimisation of -t2 loss M^(h): /{#'l1.lh) - ¡(r)¡z is equivalent to
minimisation of

IM"(h) - 1¡@¡z - ¡{r)(.lh)2 - 2 4Ð(.lDfk)

The first term on the right-hand side is known. However, the second involves the

unknown function "f(d. to overcome this we observe that

-2 f@(.1Ðf(,) _ -2(-L), fl'ù (.lh)f

from integration by parts, where it is now assumed that I( has 2r derivatives

available. The mea^n of the right-hand side can be estimated unbiasedly by

-2(-L)'{n(n - 1)}-t ¡-zr-rlDr*,or'"){(xr - x¡)lh}

which leads to

cv(ä) : I fÍÒ f.þ)' - 2(-t)'n-z¡-zr-rlD,*,xt"'){(xo - x¡) lh}

I I
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as the least-squares cross-validatory criterion to be minimised. The selected window-

size is the value of å at which this minimum is attained; we shall call it Â,r. Uod",
certain assumptions on the smoothness of f and K and the range of admissible

values of h Håi¡dle, Marron and Wand (1989) have shown that this selection rule

is asymptotically optimal in terms of minimising -t2 loss.

The caJculation of CV(å) in practice involves evaluation of / /Í')(.lh)2. As-

suming lhat K is symmetric we obtain

i=l j=l I/ÍÐ(. lh), : n-z ¡r-2r-r t t ¡¡(,) {@ _ xùlh}K('){(ø _ x¡)lh} dx
ft ft

fa fl: n-2¡-2r-r D ÐfO(') * K(')){(X, - Xùln}.
i=1 j-l

The evaluation of the convolutio¡¡ /((r) a /y''G) may be simplified by taking K to
be / wher e ó(r) - (2n)-t e-"' lz is the Gaussian kernel. For r : 0, 1, . . . it may

be readily established by induction that

(ö(,) *4{') )(ø) : 2-,- I 6Q,) ça ¡ zt ),

so that the cross-validatory criterion can be explicitly evaluated as

cv(å) - n-2h-2r-1(-1)r lr-'-rå å 6Qù {(x; - xi)l4, Ð}

- zDD,*,ó(") {(x¡ - x ) þ}]
A small simulation \¡¡as run to test the efficacy of the proposed window-size

selection rule. Ten samples of size 500 were drawn from the extreme value density

(/(r) : ¿t¿-ea ) with the aim of estimating the first derivative of this density,

Í'(r) - (1 - e')e"e-'n ,

using the Gaussian kernel estimator. The optimal window-size in this case is

asymptotic to rgl'" n-r,.,ä.-L17tr'J
which assumes the value å* :0.3608 when n :500.
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Table 1 displays the selected window-size a¡rd the L2 error of the correspond.-

ing estimator for each replication. In Figr-ue 1 we have plotted CV(l¿) and the
estimate of /' based the selected window-si r" îrrro for two of the samples from
Table 1. Graphs (a) and (b) pertain to replication 5 while graphs (c) and (d)
pertain to replication g. These particular samples were chosen to depict "average
casett performance of the density estimators, since they produced the fifth and
sixth lowest realisations of Mroo(âroo) out of the ten replications.
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Table 1: Values of Âroo and l,/.oo(/ìooo) for extreme
value data (10 replications).

Rep. no. huoo Mroo(hroo)
1 0.5499 0.0024
2 0.4826 0.0036
3 0.5237 0.0041
4 0.4277 0.0063
Ð 0.4808 0.0025
6 0.4550 0.0022
7 0.282L 0.0138
8 0.4650 0.0013
I 0.4740 0.0035
10 0.4860 0.0017
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